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Abstract

The Full-Scale Mixer Pump Test Program was performed in Hanford Tank 241-SY-101 from Feb-
ruary 4 to April 13, 1994, to confirm the long-term operational strategy for flammable gas mitigation
and to demonstrate that mixing can control the gas release and waste level. Since its installation on
July 3, 1993, the current pump, operating only a few hours per week, has proved capable of mixing the
waste sufficiently to release gas continuously instead of in large episodic events. The results of Full-
Scale Testing demonstrated that the pump can control gas release and waste level for long-term
mitigation, and the four test sequences formed the basis for the long-term operating schedule. The last
test sequence, jet penetration tests, showed that the current pump jet creates flow near the tank wall and
that it can excavate portions of the bottom sludge layer if run at maximum power. Pump mixing has
altered the 'normal' configuration of the waste; most of the original nonconvective sludge has been
mixed wi_ the supernatant liquid into a mobile convective slurry that has since been maintained by
gentle pump operation and does not readily return to sludge.
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Summary

The currentmixing pump was installed in HartfordTank 241-SY-I01 on July 3, 1993. A cautious
initial test series, Phase A, confirmedthat no large gas releases would be triggeredby very brief and
gentle pump operation. High-speed testing in Phase B, which began October21, 1993, released a
large volume of retained gas and lowered the waste level to a historic low of 400 inches. By the end of
Phase B testing on December 17, 1993, the waste was well-mixed except for approximately50 inches
of sludge at the bottom. Because hydrogenconcentrationshave remainedbelow 400 ppm and the
waste level below 402 inches from late November 1993 to the present, the jet mixer pump has
successfully mitigatedthe tank and is capableof maintainingmitigation indefinitely.

Between the end of Phase B and the start of Full-Scale Testing, from December 18, 1993, through
February3, 1994, the pump was intentionally operatedvery little, and the waste level grew steadily,
finally reachingabout402 inches. The pumpinjected very little hydraulicenergy into the waste during
this interim period, and the previously well-mixed state gave way to slow but distinct settling. A
second convective layer, about 50 inches thick, formed above the suspendedslurry layer by density
stratification. This settling trend actually continued until the full-tanksweep tests at the end of March.

Despite settling, the tank's uniformtemperatureprofile showed that the suspendedslurryremained
mobile, in marked contrastto the rapidformationof a deep, nonconvective sludge layer following
historical reliever, or gas release events. Evidently, once the waste is thoroughlymixed by passing
through the pump impellers, it does not regain its sludge-like charactereasily.

Full-Scale Testing began February4. "l_e initial 'nominal operation' pump schedule was intended
to maintain a constant waste level by running the pumpat 750 rpmfor one hour thrice per week, each
time in a different direction. The waste level remained approximatelyconstant, as desired, during this
test, but the solid material continued to settle slowly. This suggests that i_may be necessary to run the
pump at or near full speed for a longer period occasionally to reverse this trend.

Following this initial phase, mixing was reduced to a minimumto allow gas to begin accumu-
lating. Pump bumpsrestricted to only the 35 azimuth were run for four weeks to disturb as little of
the waste as possible while preventingnozzle plugging. Gas accumulationand the correspondingwaste
level growth resumed, but the waste level remainedapproximatelyconstantfor the last two weeks after
gaining about3/4 inch. The third sequence of 'knockdown' tests thoroughly mixed the waste and
rapidlyreleased the accumulatedgas with two daily tank sweeps of 30 minutes in each of six directions
at 750 rpm, performed March 28 and 30. This droppedthe waste level nearly one inch to the 400-inch
limit, which halted testing.

The last series of tests in the Full-Scale Prograa_,studiedjet penetration by running the pump at the
highest practical power level (1020 rpm) with the nozzles at 97*. This direction was chosen to align
the jet with a thermocouple tree at the 28-foot radius, so that changes in temperature profile under the
influence of the jet could be observed. An infrared camera was also temporarily installed in the tank
annulus to view the inner wall in the vicinity of jet impingement, and sensitive data loggers were
connected to the bottom thermocouples under the area swept by the jet.



Two 40-minuteruns were made at 920 rpm on April 6 and 8, and two runs at 1,000 rpm on April
12 and 13. While none of the tests caused a responseon the infraredscanner, bottom thermocouples,
or strain gauges on the tree, the transient temperaturetrendsobserved on the thermocoupletree
confirmed jet flow at that location. Thejet also clearly reduced the thickness of the bottomsludge layer
and evidentlytriggered a small gas release event in the first 1,000-rpm test.

The Full-Scale Test Programwas thoroughlysuccessful in that test results demonstratedthe ability
of the pumpto control gas releases and waste level, and the four test sequences formed the basis for
the operatingschedule for long-termmitigation. The Long-TermOperationPlan calls for three types
of operations, depending on the waste level, that closely match the first three Full-Scale test sequences.
The jet penetrationtest results also gave rise to a specific sludge excavation procedurethathas been in-
corporatedinto the Long-Term OperationPlan. Experiencegained from Full-Scale Testing has pro-
vided excellent operationaldataand gives confidence that the mixer pump can maintainmitigation
indefinitely.
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1.0 Introduction

A spare mixing pump from the Grout Programwas modified and installedin Hanford Tank
241-SY-101 on July 3, 1993. Pump mixing was expected to preventlarge, episodic flammablegas
releases thathad been occurringaboutevery 100-150 days (Babadet al. 1992; Antoniak 1993). A cau-
tious initialtest series confirmedthat very brief andgentle pump operationwould not trigger large gas
releases and that brief pump operationscalled 'bumps' were requiredaboutevery other day to prevent
nozzle plugging. Pump bumpingcontinued into October with only a slight effect on the tank behavior.

High-speed mixer pumptesting beganOctober21, 1993. The more aggressive pump operation
released a large volume of retained gas over the first few weeks of testing, reducing the waste level to a
historic low of 400 inches. By early December, the pumpjets had apparentlymixed most of the gas-
bearing sludge, and there were no large gas releases for the balance of the test period that ended
December 17, 1993. The uniform vertical temperatureprofiles at two in-tankthermocouple trees
showed that the waste was mixed well except for approximately50 inches of sludge at the bottom
(Allemann et al. 1994).

The primary measuresof success for mixer pump mitigation are maintainingthe maximumhydro-
gen concentrationin the tankdome space well below 25% of the lower flammabilitylimit of 3% hydro-
gen (7,500 parts per million) andkeeping the waste level below some acceptablylow _' _e for an
extended period. Because hydrogenconcentrationhas remainedbelow 400 ppm, and _e waste level
remained below 402 inches from late November 1993 through the time of this writing (May 1994), the
jet mixer pump has met the mitigation criteria forTank 241-SY-I01. It is intendedto maintainmitiga-
tion until the waste is transferredout of the tank or another meansof mitigation is applied (see
Section 1.4.

The Full-Scale Test Program was run from February 4 to April 13, 1994, to confirm the long-term
operational strategy for mitigation and to show that the mixer pump can control the gas release and
waste level. This section describes the results of pump operationand Full-Scale Testing from January
through April 1994. Long-term operation plans are also discussed.

1.1 Background

Tank 241-SY-101 is a double-shell, high-level radioactive waste tank located in the 200 West Area
on the HartfordSite. This 75-foot-diametertankwas built in 1976 and first received waste in 1977.
Additional wastes of different types were put into the tankover the next three years so that, by
November 1980, the tank contained aboutone million gallons of waste that filled it to a depth of just
over 400 inches (Babad et al. 1992). The waste expanded becauseof gas retention and soon began
periodically releasing hydrogen, ammonia, nitrousoxide, and other gases into the tank dome spaceand
ventilation system, creating potentiallyflammablegas mixtures. Mixer pumpoperation is intendedto
mitigate this hazardby keepingsufficient gas-generatingmaterial in suspension so that gas is released
continuously insteadof periodically in large, potentially dangerousgas release events.
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The submersiblemixer pump now operatingin Tank 241-SY-101 was originally purchasedas a
sparemixer pumpfor the HanfordGroutProgram. The original design was modified to place the
pump suction at aboutthe 260-inch elevation to ensureit remained in liquid andthe nozzles at 28
inches above the tankbottom to enhance vertical mixing. Operatingat 1,000 rpm, the pump injects
2,200 gpm of waste slurryat 66 ft/sec through two opposed2.6-inch-diameter nozzles while drawing
about 140 hp (Allemann et al. 1994). Though its operatingtime is limited by motoroil temperature,

, the pump has performed flawlessly since installation and has proved capable of mixing the waste and
keeping it in suspensionoperating only a few hoursper week.

The orientationof the pumpand nozzle axis in the tank is shown by the plan and profile views in
Figures 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. The pump is mountedjust west of the tank centerline in riser 12A.
The nozzle orientationis referencedto true west as 0°. Because the pumphas two opposing nozzles, a
0° orientationalso directsa jet at 180°. The specific azimuths on Figure 1.1 were selected for the
Phase B tests and have become the standardreferencefor pump orientation.

Figure 1.1 also shows the location of several instrumenttrees which also provideuseful infor-
mation. The velocity-density-temperaturetrees (VD'l'rs) are placed in risers 14A and 1Bon the 35°
azimuth. Only the strain gauges on these trees are active and can potentially respondto forces
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Figure 1.1. Plan View of Tank 241-SY-101
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Figure 1.2. Profile View of Tank 241-SY-101 Mixer Pump Installation

induced by the pumpjet. The strain gauges on the two multifunction instrument trees (MITs) serve a
similar function. One MIT is located to the north in riser 17B at about 95 ° and another is placed in
riser 17C to the southeast near the 35° azimuth. Both MITs are at the 28-ft tank radius about 30-32 ft
from the pump nozzle,s.

The MIT temperature measurements are possibly the most important indicators of waste condition.
Thermocouples measure temperatures at 22 locations along the length of the MITs extending to within
four inches of the tank bottom. By observing changes in the characteristic temperature profiles in
response to pump operation and gas releases, it is possible to infer how these events transformed the
waste. Changes in the temperature profiles at the MITs show the state of mixing in the waste and
indicate when more pumping is required to maintain it. This helps ensure that waste conditions stay
within a safe envelope. Heat conduction with volumetric heat generation in nonconvective sludge pro-
duces a characteristic parabolic temperature profile. The free motion in a convective layer distributes
heat evenly to give a uniform temperature. Pure heat conduction in the crust creates a linear temper-
ature profile. A typical temperature profile with implied waste conditions is shown in Figure 1.3.
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1.2 Overview of Full-Scale Testing

This section provides an overall summary of the response of the tank to mixer pump operation
during the period from the end of Phase B testing, December 17, 1993, through Full-Scale Testing,
which ended April 14, 1994. Five kinds of pump operations were used during this period, as follows:

• December 18, 1993 - February 2, 1994: 'Directional bumping' - five minutes at 1000 rpm

three days per week, rotating the nozzles 30 ° before each run. Directional bumping was
intended to allow the waste level to rise enough to give a useful margin above the 400-inch
minimum level control while preparing for Full-Scale Testing.

• February 4 - 25, 1994: Full-Scale Testing, Sequence 1 - one hour at 750 rpm three days per
week, indexing the nozzles 30 ° before each run. This procedure was chosen as the most likely
strategy for a 'nominal' schedule to maintain a constant waste level during long-term oper-
ation.
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• February 28 - March 25, 1994: Full-Scale Testing, Sequence 2 - five minutes at 1000 rpm three
days per week with the nozzles at 35° . This sequence was intended to investigate how rapidly the
waste level could grow under the minimum pump operation that would prevent nozzle plugging. It
is also called the 'regrowth' test.

• March 28 and 30, 1994: Full-Scale Testing, Sequence 3 - 30 minutes at 750 rpm in each of six
directions (35°, 65°, 95 °, 125°, 155°, and 185") in one day (total of three hours per day).
This schedule was intended to show the pump's ability to release gas and quickly reduce the
waste level. This has also been called the 'knockdown' test.

• April 6, 8, 12, and 13, 1994: Full-Scale Testing, Sequence 4 - 40 minutes at 920 rpm (April 6
and 8) and 20 minutes at 1,000 rpm (April 12 and 13) with the nozzles at 97* (in line with MIT
17B). This jet penetration test series explored the ability of the pump to cause flow near the
tank wall.

Following the last Full-Scale Test on April 13, directional bumping resumed as the first pump
schedule for long-term operation. The operation schedule for the entire period above is displayed sche-
matically in Figure 1.4. Excerpts from the Full-Scale Test Plan are given in Appendix A, and the
operations log showing each pump operation during the period can be found in Appendix B.

Directional Bumps Full Scale Testing

Nominal

Regrowth :.

Knockdown _

Jet Penetration O1,
Directional

12/18/93 1/15/94 2/12/94 3/12/94 4/9/94 5/7/94

Date

Figure 1.4. Full-Scale Test Schedule
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Tank behavior is described by daily gas releases, exhaust hydrogen concentration, surface level and
average waste temperature history, and temperature profiles. Figure 1.5 shows the daily gas release
with annotations for the type of pump operation or testing occurring each period. Figure 1.6 gives the
corresponding hydrogen concentration history. The waste surface level history, as shown by the Food
Instrument Corporation (FIC) contact probe, is given in Figure 1.7. The FIC probe is 'flushed'
periodically, as shown in the figure, to remove salt deposits that give erroneous readings. Figure 1.8
presents the average waste temperature history starting from the last natural gas release (Event I) on
June 23, 1993. The average waste temperat_Jreexcludes the top three thermocouples in the crust and
dome space.

Several temperature profiles that suggest changes in the waste in response to the various periods of
pump operation are shown in Figure 1.9. A continuous record of waste temperatures at both 17B and
17C MITs for a similar period is shown in the color-coded history plots in Figures 1.10 and 1.11. The
plots are made from bi-hourly averages of data recorded every 12 seconds on the DACS. The vertical
blue line,_represent missing data. Because of DACS system errors and unusable thermocouples, the
parts of the 17C plot in Figure 1.11 before about February 1 and above 350 inches should be
disregarded.
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1.2.1 Pre-Test Period Following Phase B

The temperature profiles indicatethat the waste was quite well mixed following completion of
Phase B testing on December 17, 1993. At that time, the uniform temperatureprofile in Figure 1.9
shows a convective mixed slurryexisted from about50 inches to almost 350 inches near the two MITs.
Only the bottom 50 inches evidently were composed of sludge that was still potentially capable of
retaining gas. Evidence of significant mixing is also seen by comparing the average convective layer
temperature with the averageof all thermocouples (excludingthe crust) at the MIT in riser 17B in Fig-
ure 1.8. The average temperaturesare very close together, indicating temperatureseven more uniform
than after majorrollover Event I on the left side of the figure.

Directional bumping from December 18, 1993 throughFebruary 2, 1994, intentionally disturbed
the waste very little, and gas releases were generally quite low--about 75 ft3per day, except for a short
period aroundJanuary 1, as shown in Figure 1.5. As a consequence, the waste level grew steadily at
about 0.03 inch/day, reaching the desired level of about402 inches at the start of Full-Scale Testing, as
shown in Figure 1.7.
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The pump injected very little hydraulic energy into the waste during this interim period, and the
previously mixed state gave way to slow but distinct settling. This can be seen in the rapid cooling
trend of the convective layer temperature through January and February 1994 (Figure 1.8). The
temperature profile at the 17B MIT on February 4, shown in Figure 1.9, reveals a second convective
layer about 50 inches thick above the suspended slurry layer. This indicates that sufficient solids have
settled out of this region to cause a density stratification.

1.2.2 Nominal Operation

The initial test sequence of Full-Scale Testing began February 4. The pump schedule for this test
was chosen based on the results of Phase B testing as the best strategy for maintaining a constant waste
level. This is the desired result of long-term pump operation, because it requires that gas be released at
the same rate as it is generated, and large releases are prevented. Figure 1.5 shows that daily gas re-

leases immediately increased as the pump was run for one hour per day, three times per week. It is
also clear from Figure 1.7 that the waste level remained approximately constant, as desired, during this
test. The brown shading around the 200-inch level in Figure 1.10 reveals the effect of the pump in
lifting warmer material.

However, the solid material continued to settle. This can be seen very clearly by comparing the
slurry layer thickness on February 4 with that of February 22, as indicated by the temperature profiles
in Figure 1.9, b and c, respectively. Also, the top of the slurry layer coincides with the descending
yellow-to-green boundary (114°F) in Figures 1.10 and I. 11. The decrease in slurry layer thickness
shown in Figure 1.10 corresponds to a settling rate of approximately one inch per day. At the same
time, the static pump volute pressure (during pump-off periods) decreased about 10%, corresponding
to an equal decrease in fluid density above the 200-inch level. This settling trend suggests it may be
necessary to occasionally run the pump at or near full power for longer periods during long-term
operation to reverse the settling trend and prevent the slurry from eventually becoming nonconvective.

1.2.3 Regrowth Test

Following the initial 'nominal operation' phase of Full-Scale Testing, pump operation was reduced
to a minimum to allow gas to begin accumulating. Early experience with the pump demonstrated that
running five minutes at 1,000 rpm about every other day prevented nozzle plugging. This was deemed
the minimum acceptable schedule. However, pump bumps were restricted to the 35 ° azimuth to
disturb as little of the waste as possible and to accomplish the maximum possible level regrowth.

The 35° azimuth directs one of the pump jets at the 17C MIT while keeping 17B almost perpen-
dicular to the jet axis. This means the waste around 17C would feel the full effect of the pump bumps,
while 17B would get essentially none. Even though the pump was run only 15 minutes per week, the
effects of a month of this nonuniform mixing can be seen clearly in the temperature profiles shown in
Figure 1.9. The waste near 17C was mixed sufficiently to maintain a uniform, constant temperature

profile and to prevent much additional settling. Around 17B, however, additional settling occurred,
the temperature is about 3--4°F higher, and the profile began to show aspects of a nonconvective
shape. Also compare the nearly constant color pattern in Figure 1.11 (17C) with the continued settling
in Figure 1.10 (17B).
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Gas accumulationand the correspondingwaste level growth resumedduring the first part of the
regrowthperiod. But, after gaining 3/4 inch, the waste level remained approximatelyconstant for the
last two weeks. It may be that acceleratedsettling in the absenceof pump action pulled gas bubbles to
lower elevations such that hydrostaticcompression compensated for gas retentionand kept the waste
level nearly constant.

1.2.4 Knockdown Test

The third sequence 'knockdown'tests broughtabouta dramaticchange in tank conditions. The =
daily tank sweeps (30 minutes in each of six directionsat 750 rpm)performed March28 and 30
released much of the gas retainedin earlierstages and droppedthe waste level nearly one inch, to the
400-inch limit, which halted testing.

Daily gas releases for the two tests were over 400 ft3, as high as those in the initialstages of high-
speed testing when the tank was first mixed. These two runs also returnedthe waste to the thoroughly
mixed state it enjoyed earlier. This is shown by the suddenrise in the averageconvective layer temp-
erature in Figure 1.8 and the uniformtemperatureprofiles of March 31 in Figure 1.9. Note also the
suddenwarmingof the upperregion of Figures 1.10 and 1.11. The rapidwaste level rise following Lhe
last test shown in Figure 1.6 is also indirectevidence of mixing resultingfrom expansionof gas lifted
by pump agitation.

1.2.5 Jet Penetration Tests

The last series of tests in the Full-Scale Programstudiedjet penetrationby runningthe pumpat the
highest practicalpower level with the nozzles at 97 °. This direction was chosen to align the jet with
the 17B MIT (at the 28-foot radius, about30 feet from the pump) so that changes in the temperature
profile underthe influenceof the jet could be observed and compared with those of the 17C MIT,
which was out of the pathof the jet. It was also hoped that the straingauges on the 17B MIT would
register a deflection due to hydraulic forces. An infrared scanner was also temporarily installed in the
tank annulus to view the inner wall in the area of jet imPingement. It was expected that small changes
in temperature would reveal the size of the jet as it hit the wall. Finally, data loggers capable of
discriminating +0.01 °F were connected to the bottom thermocouples underlying the jet fan in the hope
that they would respond if large amounts of sludge were excavated. The details of these tests are given
in Section 5, but the results are summarized here to complete the overview.

Two 40-minute runs were made at 920 rpm on April 6 and 8, and 9- and 20-minute runs were
performed at 1,000 rpm on April 12 and 13 (a 20-minute run was planned for April 12 but was aborted
after nine minutes, as explained below). The run times were the maximum possible within the 190°F
motor oil temperature limit. While none of the tests caused a response on the infrared scanner, bottom
thermocouples, or the 17B strain gauges, the transient temperature trends observed on the 17B MIT
thermocouples confirmed fluid motion caused by the pump at that location. While the infrared scanner
camera did not respond to the jet, it indicated a uniform temperature, which is further evidence that a
fluid, rather than a nonconvective solid, is in contact with the tank wall in the scanner's field of view
(see Section 5.2.4).
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The jet clearly reducedthe thickness of the bottom sludge layer, as can be seen by comparingthe
temperatureprofiles at 17B before and after the jet penetrationtests. The transitionto an approxi-
mately uniform temperaturedroppedfrom about50 inches to about28 inches or less (Figure 1.9, e and
f, respectively). Sludge layer reduction is also visible at the bottom of Figure 1.10, but not in
Figure 1.11. Also, the first 1,000-rpmrun on April 12 was terminatedafter only nine minutes,
because it evidently triggered a small gas release event, which causedan abortdue to high vent flow.
As this happened, the 17B straingauges showed a small, but immediate, deflection, indicatingthat the
sludge participatingin the gas release was nearthat area, far from the pump. However, the 17B strain
gauges did not respondto the second 1,000-rpm runon April 13, so the deflection was likely due to
relaxationof sludge rather than jet forces.

Following completion of testing, directional bumpingwas resumedto begin long-term mitigation.
Experience gained from Full-Scale Testing has provided excellent operational data and gives
confidence that the mixer pump can maintain mitigation indefinitely.

1.3 Effect of the Pump on Waste Conditions

Continued settling, after Phase B testing through the end of March 1994, reduced the mixedslurry
layer to its smallest extent since the beginning of high-speed testing on November 2, 1993. The
temperature profile from March 28, in Figure 1.9d, shows the slurry layer extending from about the
76-inch to 232-inch levels for a depth of just under 160 inches. But the slurry has remained convective
despite this significant settling. This is unlike historic behavior, where the waste quickly returnedto
the characteristic nonconvective parabolic temperatureprofile after being mixed in natural rollovet_.
Figure 1.12 shows the redevelopment of the nonconvective layer after rollover Event I on June 23,
1993. The profile before the event is marked with the diamond symbol. Note that this occurred
despite twice-daily pump bumping.

After being mixed thoroughlyby Phase B testing, the nonconvective layerdid not redevelop in
over four months, even with far less pump bumpingthan duringthe prior period. The evolutionof the
temperatureprofile at the 17B MIT following high-speed testing is shown in Figure 1.13 with the pre-
Event I nonconvective profile indicatedby the pyramid symbol. Note that the slurry temperaturedid
startincreasing in February and March after considerablesettling, but the parabolic temperatureprofile
did not appear immediately, as it did during a similar period shown in Figure 1.12.

Studies of several cores samples from various levels and windows out of Tank 241-SY-101 have
shown that waste that has been aggressively disturbed(e.g., repeatedrheogramsor homogenization)
loses its yield strength. More important,this waste apparentlydoes not rapidlyregain its originalyield
strength. Homogenized core samples from Window C were found to be pourableeven after several
years stored at IO0°F in a hot cell. (a) Sonic vibrationat 10g also permanently destroyed

(a) Tingey, J. M., P. R. Bredt, and E. H. Shade. 1994. The Effects of Heating and Dilution on the
Rheological and Physical Properties of Tank 241-SY-101 (Draft). Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland, Washington.
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Figure 1.12. Temperature Profiles after Rollover Event I
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Figure 1.13. Temperature Profiles after High-Speed Testing
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core sample yield strength.(a) Evidently, once the structureresponsiblefor creatingthe yield strength
breaksdown, it does not rebuild, at least underthe conditions the samples have been stored in.

The pump has circulated about 5 million gallons of waste from installationthrough the end of
Phase B testing. This representsover six times the volume of the tank, allowing enough time for most
of the slurry to have been forced throughthe impellers at least once. The action of the pump impellers
may have been sufficient to convert the waste in the tankto a post-yield conditionsimilar to the exper-
ience with core samples. A much longertime may be requiredfor the currentslurry to return to
sludge than tank history would indicate.

The mixer pump has altered the 'normal' configurationof the waste. Before the mixer pump was
installed, a nonconvective sludge layer about200 inches deep lay underapproximately 150 inches of
supernatantliquid, with roughly 50 inches of crustfloating on top, as sketched in Figure 1.14. Follow-
ing a large gas release event, the sludge layer would temporarily mix with the liquid layer, but settling
always returnedthe solids to sludge within a few weeks after the event.

Currenttemperatureprofiles indicatethe sludgelayer is only about 50 inches deep at the MITs in
risers 17B and 17C. It can be safely assumed that the top of this layer slopes down to 20 inches or less
underthe pump column. Above the bottom sludge layer, the original sludge andliquid have apparently
been mixed into a mobile slurryover which about50 inches of supernatant liquid forms during nominal
pump operation. The new configurationis sketched in Figure 1.14. The upperliquid layer tends to
grow deeperslowly duringperiodsof gentle mixing but can be erasedby a few days of aggressive,
pump operation.

. ii i| i

,,,Crystso" ...... ,CrustSO",,, i ,

i Mixed Slurry .......Layer 280.240"-_i,!,

A. Before Mixing B. After Mixing

Figure 1.14. TankWaste Configuration

(a) Cannon, S., and M. Hall. 1994. 101-SY Waste Sample Speed of Sound/Rheology Testing for
Sonic Probe Program. Letter Report WHC-SD-WM-DTR-034, Westinghouse Hanford Company,
Richland. Washington.
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Mixing has not changedthe gas generationratein any measurableway (see Section 2.0). Butthe
backgroundgas release ratehas increased substantially. This indicatesthat the waste tends to retain
less gas after mixing and reduces the demandon the pump.

1.4 Long-Term Operations

The Full-Scale Test Program was thoroughly successful in that test results demonstratedthe ability
of the pump to control gas releasesand waste level, and the four test sequences formed the basis for the
operatingschedule for long-term mitigation. The Long-Term OperationPlan, for which excerpts are
given in Appendix C, calls for three types of operation, dependingon the waste level. If the waste
level is near the 400-inch limit, 'minimal' operation, consistingof directionalpump bumping
(5 minutes at 1,000 rpm) three times per week, is performed until the level rises above 400.5 inches.
On the other hand, if the waste level rises above 401.5 inches, aggressive daily sweeps (30 minutes in
each of six directions at 750 rpm) are used until the level dropsbelow 401 inches. Between 400.5 and
401.5 inches, 'nominal' operation attempts to maintaina constant level by runningone hour at
750 rpmthrice weekly, indexing 30° before each run. These three schedules closely match Full-Scale
test sequences 2, 3, and 1, respectively.

Another important result of the jet penetration tests was the evidence that the current pump is able
to excavate more of the bottom sludge if run at maximum power. Accordingly, a specific sludge
excavation procedure is included in the Long-Term Operation Plan. Excavation will use a 20-minute
run at 1,000 rpm each day indexing the nozzles 30*.after two or three runs in the same direction.
This procedure may uniformly reduce the bottom sludge depth from over four feet to approximately
two feet if repeated several cycles. Also, based on the behavior of the waste observed to date, once the
bottom sludge is excavated and mixed by the pump, it will tend to remain suspended.
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As the regrowthtests began, pumpoperation was limited to five-minute, 1,000-rpm pump bumps
three times weekly only in the 35" direction. Hydrogen concentrations during this period were again
relatively low, falling largely,within 20 to 40 ppm range. These contributed to daily gas releases which
were typically less than 80 ft3/day. Some waste surface level growth was observed during this period.

The knockdown tests consisted of pump operationfor 30 minutesat each of six pump orientations
(three hours total) per day at 750 rpm. Hydrogen concentrations in the vent stream exceeded 500 ppm
following both of these tests. These high concentrations contributed the two largest daily gas release
volumes observed during Full-Scale Testing. These were approximately 435 ft_on March 28 and
465 ft3 on March 30. On only two days during Phase B testing did the daily release volumes exceed
these values. These pump-induced releases were accompanied by a noticeable decrease in the waste
surface level (see Figure 1.7).

The jet penetrationtests consistedof two runs of 40 minutes at 920 rpm and nine- and20-minute
run at 1,000 rpm at the 97 ° orientation. Hydrogen concentrationswere at or above 300 _pm on each
of the first three tests, contributingto daily release volumes in the rangeof 150 to 300 ri°/day. The
waste surface level continuedto decrease during this period, and temperatureprofiles showed the
sludge thickness was being reduced. In fact, a gas release aborted the third run on high vent flow after
only nine minutes into the scheduled 20-minute run.

The release volume depends on both the durationand peak value of hydrogen concentration. Thus
the highest concentrationsdo not always producethe highest daily gas release. For example, the maxi-
mum hydrogen concentrationfollowing the secondjet penetrationtest (April6) was only about
250 ppm, but the release volume for that day was over 300 ft3. For the small gas release in the third
jet penetrationtest (April 12), the maximumhydrogen concentrationwas approximately500 ppm and
the daily release volume was under250 ft3 (see Figures 1.5 and 1.6).

Another interesting trend is noticeable in the daily release volumes (Figure 1.5). Following each
period of intense pump activity there is a gentle rise in the daily release volumes that occurs for about
two weeks. After the two-week period, the daily gas release suddenly falls back to a baseline value of
approximately 55 to 60 ft3/day. This trend is observed in the data following Phase B testing (from
December 18, 1993, to January 3, 1994), following the nominal operation Full-Scale Tests (from
February 26, 1994, to March 19, 1994) and following the jet penetration tests (from April 16, 1994, to
April 23, 1994).

Overall, the hydrogen retained and released by the waste responded to pump mixing, as desired.
During periods of minimal pumpoperation, more gas was retainedby the waste andsome waste level
increase was observed. During more intense operation, such as the knockdown and jet penetration
series, large gas volumes were released and the waste surface level decreased. These tests indicatethat
pump operationof this type is an effective means of controllingthe rateat which hydrogen is retained
and released and for maintainingthe waste surface level within the prescribedbounds.
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2.2 Ammonia

The mixture of gases released from Tank 241-SY-101 contains a significant amount of ammonia
which, because of its flammability and toxicity, plays an important role in the safety analyses. Because
ammonia is highly soluble in the waste compared with many of the other major components of the
release gas (such as hydrogen and nitrous oxide), the liquid and solid phases of the waste may also con-
tain significant quantities of ammonia. Allemann reports that ammonia concentrations in the waste
material could be as high as 1%.(a)

i

Measurements of the ammonia concentration in the vent stream are available from the on-line

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR). The measurements from the period of Full-Scale
Testing are given in Figure 2.1. A baseline ammonia concentration varies within the range of 30 to
50 ppm; peaks in ammonia concentration coincide with pump activity; small spikes appear during
'nominal' operation in February. Higher peaks are particularly evident during the 'knockdown' tests
the week of March 25, and jet penetration tests, approximately two weeks later. The highest
concentration marks the small gas release on April 12. In these cases the ammonia concentration
exceeded 100 ppm following each test. Although this is more than twice the baseline concentration,
this is still small compared with that observed during a large gas release event. The ammonia
concentration following the June 26, 1993, gas release event was approximately 1.4%, or 14,000 ppm.
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Figure 2.1. Ammonia Concentration History for Full-Scale Testing Period

(a) Allemann, R. T. 1994. Some Theories of Dissolved Gas Release form Tank 241-SY-101 (Draft).
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
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2.0 Gas Release

Since the tank was thoroughly mixed in mid-November 1993, the waste level has not risen above
402 inches and no large gas release events have occurred. Pump operation kept the tank gas content to
a minimum during this period. But mixing also increased the background release rate substantially,
reducing the demand on the pump. Mixing has not changed the gas generation rate by any measurable
amount.

The background gas release is measured by the minimum steady hydrogen concentration in the vent
strain during quiet periods undisturbed by relievers or pump operation. This so-called 'basal'

• hydrogen concentration is a good indicator of gas retention. The higher that basal concentration, the
less gas is being retained in the waste. During April and June 1993, before Event I, the 'basal'
hydrogen concentration was about 15 + 3 ppm. After the waste was mixed in Phase B, the 'basal'
concentration _pproximately doubled, to 25 :!:5 ppm (see Figure 1.5). At a vent flow of 550 cfm,
assuming the waste gas is 29 %hydrogen, the corresponding background release rates before and after
mixing would be about 40 and 70 standard cubic feet (SCF)/day, respectively.

The reduced level rise rate during minimal pumpoperation is another symptom of reduced gas
retention. As stated above, the waste level typically rose at 0.08 inch/day between gas release events
prior to pump installation. After the pump was installed but before extensive mixing, the waste level
history showed rise rates of 0.05--0.06 inch/day (Allemannetal. 1994). After Phase B the level rise
was generally 0.025--0.03 inch/day.

The gas generation rate can be estimated by averaging the measured gas releases over a relatively
long time period and adding the accumulation rate indicated by the rate of waste level rise. The gas
release rate is computed from the vent header hydrogen concentration and flow rate, assuming the gas
escaping from the waste is 29% hydrogen, as discussed below.

In April and May 1993, prior to gas release event I, the average gas release rate was 53 SCF/day.
At the same time, the level grew at a relatively steady 0.08 inch/day. Assuming that gas accumulates
at an average pressure of 1.75 atm (equivalent to a depth of 16 feet), this level growth adds another 53
SCF/day for a total gas generation rate of 106 SCF/day prior to pump installation. The estimate for
August and September 1993, after the pump was installed but before mixing, also showed a 106
SCF/day. For the entire period from December 18, 1993, at the end of Phase B t_ting, to the end of
the Full-Scale 'regrowth' test on March 26, 1994, the average generation rate was about 100 SCF/day.
With error bounds on the calculation as high as 5:20 SCF/day, the gas generation rate did not change
with mixh_g.

The rest of this section will describe the behavior of the major component gases in detail. Some of
the prominent aspects of the gas release response to pump operation as shown in the data will also be
discussed.
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2.1 Hydrogen

Because many of the safety issues associated with Tank 241-SY-101 are stronglytied to the amount
of hydrogen in the retained and released gases, much attentionhas been focused on obtaining hydrogen
concentration measurements. In addition, these measurements are a critical measure of mitigation.
One goal of mitigation is to control the release of flammable gases such that their concentration is
always low in the dome space and vent flow streams. For this to occur, the long-term average gas
release must be roughly the same as the gas generationrate,without the large episodic releases that
have been observed historically.

Hydrogen concentration measurements areprovided by a variety of instruments in the dome space
and vent stream. These are discussed in some detail in the reportof Phases A andB Testing
(Allemannet al. 1994). This report focuses on the measurementsprovided by the GC3 gas
chromatographinstrumentbecause of its resolution within the 0 to 100 ppm range. Hydrogen
concentration measurementsabove the 100 ppm level are provided by the GC2 gas chromatograph.

Measurementsduring the large gas release events using the on-line mass spectrometer(with oxygen
as a tie gas) have suggested that approximately29+ 5% of the releasedgas is hydrogen. The recent
calibration from the FTIR instrumenttends to confirmthis. Using this value, a total gas release vol-
ume may be calculated by integratingthe productof the hydrogenconcentrationin the vent stream and
the vent streamflow rate and dividingby the hydrogengas fraction. The daily total gas release vol-
umes presented in Figure 1.5 were calculated by this method.

Hydrogen concentration data from the GC3 instrumentfor the period of Full-Scale Testing were
presented in Figure 1.6. A baseline release rate of 25--30 ppm is evident as the lower limit of the
hydrogen concentrationdata. Significant increasesof hydrogenconcentrationin the vent stream gas
occurred as a result of pump activity duringFull-Scale Testing. Gas releases associated with the more
intense pump operationsof the 'knockdown'and jet penetrationtests caused the hydrogen concentra-
tion in the vent stream to exceed 500 ppm three times duringthis period (as recorded by the GC2
instrument,which is calibrated for values over 100 ppm). These concentrationsare nearly as large as
the largest observed duringPhase B testing. While these concentrationsare much larger than the
baseline value, they are still small comparedwith the lower flammability limit of 3 % hydrogen
(30,000 ppm).

Between Phase B and Full-Scale Testing, pump activity consisted of five-minute, 1,000-rpm pump
bumps in alternating orientations. The hydrogen concentrations remained relatively low throughout
most of this period, with concentrations falling largely within a 25 to 50 ppm range. On only one
occasion (on January 14, 1994) did the hydrogen concentration exceed 100 ppm. The average daily
release volume (see Figure 1.6) during this period was about 70 ft3/day.

With the start of Full-Scale Testing, the "nominal" pumptests were one hour at 750 rpm each day,
at a different orientationeach time. Sharpincreases in the hydrogenconcentrationwere observed
following each of these tests; hydrogen concentrationsoften exceeded 200 ppm, contributingto an
average daily gas release in excess of 100 ft3/dayduring this period. These larger gas releases were
also accompanied by a correspondingdecrease in waste surface level (see Figure 1.7).
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2.3 Gas Concentration Ratios

The ratiosof the concentrationsof various gases to the hydrogen concentrationgive some informa-
tion aboutthe mechanism by which gases are releasedfrom the waste. A change in gas ratios indicates
that a gas may not be generatedand/or releasedby the same processes as the hydrogen. A long-term
change in ratiosmay indicatethat mitigation activities are changing the composition of the gas or the
rateand/or mechanism of retention and release.

The ratios of nitrous oxide to hydrogenand ammonia to hydrogen duringthe period from the com-
pletion of Phase B testing, December 18, 1993, to the completion of Full-Scale Testing, April 22,
1994, areshown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Figures 2.4 and2.5 show the ratios versus
hydrogen concentration.

The nitrous oxide-to-hydrogenratios remain relatively constant and are consistentwith the behavior
observed during the Phase A/B testing. After recalibrationof the FTIR on February 23, 1994 (evi-
denced by the discontinuityon the plot), the nitrousoxide-to-hydrogen ratios were consistently 1.4.
During periods associated with longer-durationpump runs, when hydrogen concentrationsexceeded
100 ppm, the nitrous oxide to hydrogenratio droppedto values between0.5 and 1.0. During periods
of pumpbumps, when the hydrogen concentrationdroppedbelow 10 ppm, the nitrous oxide to hydro-
gen ratio increased to approximately2. This behavior is also consistent with that observed during
Phase A/B testing and may indicate that some nitrous oxide is stored in the liquid andbehaves
somewhat like ammonia.

The ammonia-to-hydrogenratiowas more variable duringthe Full-Scale Tests, because the ammo-
nia concentrationremainedrelatively stable around 50 ppm :t: 10ppm for the durationof the tests,
while hydrogen concentrationsfluctuated as a function of pump operations. During the Full-Scale
Testing, temperature profiles (see Figure 1.9) indicate a density stratificationlayer below the crust that
may have prevented fresh waste in lower regions from reaching the surface. Therefore, the ammonia
was not allowed to diffuse out of the liquid waste. However, hydrogenand nitrous oxide in gas bub-
bles could rise through the stratified liquid layereasily when released by pump operation, and the con-
centrationsof these gases were therefore relatively independentof ammonia.

2.4 Pump-Induced Gas Release Trends

2.4.1 Doppler Flow Meter Indications

Ultrasonic flow meters operating on the principleof Doppler-shift frequency relative to moving
particlesor gas bubbles in the flow streamwere mounted on each of the downcomer pipes feeding the
exit jet nozzles. These devices give a qualitative indicationof gas bubble content ingested at the pump
suction as described in the Phase A/B Test Report (Allemann et al. 1994).
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I
A chronological record of the Doppler meter signal and volute pressureduring pump bumps

through the Full-Scale test period including the bumpperformedon April 25, 1994, is given in
Figure 2.6. The decrease in volute pressurethat coincides with increasingDoppler signal intensity
indicates a decrease in fluid density due to higher gas fraction. Some evidence of gas buildupin the
waste following majorgas release events was seen following the August 27, September17, and
October25 events. Initiationof Full-Scale Testing with the 60-minutepump run on February 4, 1994,
quicklydegassed the waste, and subsequentpumpbumps indicatelow Doppler readings. Figure 2.7
shows the steady decrease in Doppler intensityduringthe first 60-minute run.

During this one-hourtest, the change in ingested gas fractiondecreasedpump volute pressure by
about3%. Results of prior researchon the effect of noncondensablegas on centrifugal pump
performance are summarized in Figure 2.8. The figure indicatesthat the 3%decrease in volute
pressure is consistentwith abouta 4% decrease in gas fraction if the initialvalue is in the range 4-6%.
Therefore a high Doppler intensitymay suggest a void fraction of 4-6%.
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Figure 2.6. Doppler Indicationat Each Pump Bump
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Figure 2.7. Doppler Intensity Transient on 2/4/94

2.4.2 Pump-Bump Hydrogen Suppression

Pump operationmost often causesadditionalgasreleasesabovethebackgroundlevel. But some-
times the hydrogenconcentrationactuallydecreasesafterpump bumpsthat follow periodsof vigorous
pump operation. This =suppressedhydrogen"behavioris describedin the reporton PhasesA/B test
results (Allemann et al. 1994). Additional experiencewith hydrogen "suppression"was gainedduring
Full-Scale Testing. Appearanceof hydrogensuppressioncoincidedwith low Doppler readings. Thus
hydrogensuppressionoccurswhen the gascontentof the waste is at a minimum.

Pump bumpingconsistentlyraisedhydrogenconcentrationsabovethe backgrounduntil November
24, 1993, when a "suppression"of hydrogenfollowed the bump on that day.

This coincides with the endof PhaseB "sweep" tests, which wereparticularly effective in releasing
gas from the wastevolume surroundingthe pump column. This is shownby the low Doppler indica-
tion for that period in Figure 2.6. Increasedhydrogenconcentrationresumed afterDecember 20 and
continueduntil the startof Full-Scale Testing. Then nine successivebumpsbeginningFebruary 11
(and again on April 1 and 4 following the 'knockdown' sweeptests)causeda suppressedhydrogen
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response. Hydrogen suppression events following Phase B testing are clearly visible as sharp dips
below the baseline on the hydrogen concentration history in Figure 1.6. These all match periods of
low Doppler intensity on Figure 2.6.

The long-duration sweep tests essentially degas the region surrounding the pump column. The first
few pump bumps following these tests _hen ingest 10,000 gallons of recently degassed waste at the
pump suction and inject it into the lower portion of the tank. This apparently interferes in some way
with the "background" bubble transport process that maintains the basal hydrogen concentration at
20--30 ppm and caused the temporary suppression. ""
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The concentrationbegins to decrease approximatelyC-0minutes after the pump bump and reachesa
minimumafter aboutfour hours. However, there is usually a correspondingincrease several hours
later, indicatingthat the transportprocess was only delayed, not suspended. This means that hydrogen
suppressionperiodsare characterizedby a long delay time to the peak concentrationfollowing pump
bumps. Hydrogenrelease delay times are shown in Figure 2.9 from the end of Phase B to April 25.
The delay in nitrous oxide release closely follows that of hydrogen. Ammonia releases were essentially
independentof pump operation duringthe Full-Scale Testing period.
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3.0 Temperatures

The changingtemperatureof the waste reveals the configurationof the sludge, long-term heat loss
trends, and the effectiveness of the mixer pump in maintainingsolids in suspension. Temperature
measurementsare available in the DACS datastreamfor 22 thermocoupleson each of two multifunc-
tion instrumenttrees (MITs) and 24 thermocouples attachedto the tank bottom. These are the main
indicatorsof tank thermal conditions along with ambientair, vent header, and pump columntempera-
tures. These and othertank instrumentsare describedmore fully in Section 7.0 of the Phases A and B
testing report(Allemann et al. 1994).

3.1 MIT Temperature Profiles

Temperaturemeasurementsare possibly the most importantindicatorsof waste conditionand, of
these, the MITs are by far the most useful. By observingchanges in the characteristictemperature
profiles in response to pumpoperationand gas releases, it is possible to infer how these events
transformed the waste. Heat conductionwith volumetricheat generationin settled, nonconvective
sludge producesa characteristicparabolic temperatureprofile. The free motion in a convective layer
distributesheat evenly to give a uniformtemperature. Pureheat conductionin the nonconvective crust
creates a straight linear temperatureprofile. A change from a parabolic to a uniform temperature
profile could suggest thatpartof the sludge layerhad been suspended. Thus changes in the
temperatureprofiles at the MITs show the results of mixing and indicatewhen more pumping is
required to maintain it. This helps ensurethat waste conditions stay within a safe envelope.

The relationof the temperatureprofiles from the 17B and 17C MITs to the various phases of Full-
Scale Testing has alreadybeen discussed at some length in Section 1.2. The transientresponse of the
17B MIT duringjet penetrationtesting is given in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.

3.2 Tank Bottom Temperatures

Although all 24 bottom thermocoupleswere recordedon the DACS duringFull-Scale Testing,
those datahave not been useful. The reporton Phase A andB testing (Allemannet al. 1994) con-
cludedthat the DACS bottom thermocoupledata, which is recordedonly in integerdegrees, is of little
value in correlatingwithtank events or pumpoperation. The thermal inertia of the bottom sludge layer
effectively isolates the tank bottom from the effects of changing waste conditionsat higher levels.
Bottom temperaturemeasurementsare not important monitorsof tankmitigation.

For the jet penetrationphase of Full-Scale Testing, 15 of the bottom thermocoupleswere
temporarily connected to data loggers that recorded temperaturesto 0.01°F. Only the thermocouples
underlying the approximateregion of the jet were connected, as shown in Figure 3. I. The dataloggers
enabledobservationof the potentialeffects of changes in the sludge layer thickness due to jet excava-
tion. However, with the high level of precision, the fine detail of bottomtemperaturebehavior could
be studied for the first time.
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A Tank Thermocouples

Reference Axis

Figure 3.1, Bottom ThermocouplesUsed in Jet PenetrationTests

The measurementsconfirmcomputationalpredictionsthatthe wastetemperatureislower inthe
centralandouterregionsandhigheratmiddleradii. Figure3.2 showsthe transientbottom
temperatureresponseto a decreasein ventilationflow rateonthe eveningof March28. The important
featureto observein the figure isthateightof thethermocouplesincreasein temperature,while seven
showa decrease.Thoseincreasingareon the innerandmiddlerows,andthosedecreasingareon the
outerrow. This confirmsthatair flowproceedingradiallyfrom the tankcenterfirstcoolsthe wasteat
the innerandmiddleradii, thenheatsthe coolerwastenearthe tankouterwall. Thuswhenthe air
flow ratedecreases,the outermostwastetemperatureswill decrease,seeminglycontraryto logic,
becausethe lowerflow heatsthis regionlesseffectively.
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Figure 3.2. Bottom Thermocouple Transient (March 28)

3.3 Steady State Thermal Analysis Using the TEMPEST Code

The waste in Tank 241-2Y-101 has decreasedin temperaturesince vent air flow rates were
increased about three years ago. Some concern has been expressed regarding the safety consequences
of the cooler waste. This waste is currently being mixed to varying degrees by the pump, which, if

operated frequently enough, tends to homogenize the waste vertically, as evidenced by the nearly
isothermal temperature profiles measured. A model of the mixed tank was developed to evaluate the
long-term effect of current vent air flow rates and the long-term effect of reduced flow rates.

3.3.1 Thermal Model

A sensitivity study of the thermal response of Tank 241-SY-101 to a reduced vent air flow was
performed with the TEMPEST code. The two-dimensional model used is derived from our earlier
studies on heat transfer from the tank prior to pump installation. The number of assumptions and
approximations in this model have been minimized in two ways. First, separate effects heat transfer
analyses were used to identify critical parameters and values and to aid in evaluating approximations.
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Second, fidelity to actualprocesses in Tank241-SY-101 is obtainedby modeling both fluid dynamics
andheattransferthat are fully coupled. That is, naturaland forced convectionprocesses in the waste
and in the dome andannulusair flow spaces are treatedas such.

Two changes were madeto the model to simulatethe waste mixing that resulted from PhaseB
pump testing. First, the nonconvectivewaste layer, which had previouslybeen modeled with a depth
of 228 inches, was reduced to the 50 inches indicated by MIT temperatureprofiles at the end of
Phase B. Second, the viscosity of the convective layer was increasedby a factor of 100 (to about2.500
cp) to simulatemobilized waste slurryratherthan supernatantliquid.

Vent air flow rates of 5501275 and2751100 cfm in the dome and annulus, respectively, were
studied. The higher flow rates are typical of current conditions;the lower flow rates are closer to
historic values.

The tank contents were modeled as three distinctregions, based on observed temperatureprofiles
and behaviorduringgas release events. The bottomlayer consists of a heavy nonconvective material.
A convective layer overlays the heavy materialwith an essentiallyuniform (vertically) temperature.
This layersupported a 28-inch-thickcrustthat was in contactwith the air circulated in the dome space
and was free to radiateto the dome itself. The materialproperties used are shown in Table 3.1. The
crustemittance is assumed to be 0.9, based on handbookdatafor similar materials in the infrared, and
the fact thatit has a very rough surface. Bander (1993) used an emittanceof 0.96 for the surface of a
similar waste.

Air is withdrawnfrom the 2.5-ft-wide annular space between the two steel shells in the tank and
exhausted throughriser 10A, which is an 8-inch schedule 40 pipe (Antoniak 1991; Allemalm et al.
1992a). Channelsin the insulatingconcretethat support the innershell allow the air to contact and
cool this shell. This is accomplished by taking in ambient air throughthe four 4-inch schedule 40 pipes
thatare routed down the annulus,within the insulatingconcrete, and join in a headerthat distributesair
to the channels indicatedin Figure 3.1. Near the center, there are 16 channelsabout14 ft long; these
divide into 32 channelsabout 10 ft long, which furthersubdivideinto 64 channelsabout 13 ft long.
Typical heat transfercoefficients appropriatefor each of the three channel types are shown in
Table 3.2. Soil properties are shown in Table 3.3.

The average annualair temperatureat Hanfordis 53.0°F (Stone et al. 1983). Using that figure
results in waste temperaturesthat are significantlylower than those measured(for example, a mixed
tankpeak waste temperatureof only 114°F is calculated). The parametric runs described here used an
air temperatureof 60°F, to accountsomewhat for effects that are not partof the currentmodel. These
effects include the proximity (on two sides) of other tanks, uncertaintyregarding the tank thermal time
constant, no heat transfer couplingbetween the soil and the atmosphere,andvariationin vent air flow
rates (most often lower than the 550/275 cfm base case flow rates used).

3.3.2 Effect of Ventilation Flow Rates

Parametric runs were made simulating steady-state conditions, with the two dome and annulus air
flow rates. Two changes were made to the model to simulate the waste mixing that resulted from
pump bumps and Phase B pump testing. The nonconvective waste layer, which had previously been
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Table 3.1. Material Properties

............ .................. Dynamic Heat
Conductivity,HeatCapacity,Viscosity,Generation,

Material Density lbm/ft3 Btu/hr ft OF Btu/lbmOF lbm/s ft BtuPaft3

Crust 84 (AUemannet al. 1992) 0.80 0.30 - -
,ill . . e,. , i ii ,,

Convective Waste -- 91(a,b) -- 0.35(a) 0.99 0.016 0.313(c)
,, , i, , ,,, , ,L ,,,,

Nonconvective 104 0.8 0.57 - 0.313(c)

Ca) Vanablel ' f(tempemture) .............. ' ' ...... ....... .... _'
[b) Burke et al. 1993.
{c) Based on about 46,800 Btu/hr total heat load for the tank O-etter,D. M. Straehan and R. T. Allemann to
I. L. Deichman, WHC. 1992. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,Richland, Washington).

J, ,, i i ,, , i ,,,

Table 3.2. Annulus Channel Heat Transfer Coefficients

"........ " ' InnermffstCh'annelHeat MidChannelH_t Outermost Channel Heat
AnnulusAir Flow Rate, TransferCoefficient, Bm/hr TransferCoefficient, TransferCoefficient, BtuPar

cfm(a'b) ft2 *F Btu/hr ft2 *F ft2 *F
- __ ........

275(currentflowrate) 1.07 1.23 1.46

100(earlierflowrate) 0.48 0.55 0.62

(a)PersonalcommunicationwithB.M. Hanlon.1992.CopyofPsychometricSurveyData.
(b)PersonalcommunicationwithD. A.Reynolds,WHC. 1992.CopyofPsychometricSurveyDatafor
Annulus.

= " ' , ± " T " " " "'

Table 3.3. Soil Properties

"'= '" ...... '" Thermal ' ' '

Conductivity, Btu/hr Heat Capacity Average Surface Average Subsurface
Material Density lbm/tt 3 R °F Btullbm OF Temperature, OF Temperature, *F 1,5

Hanford Site earth 100 0.45 (Tignao 1979) 0.44 (Tignac 1979; 60 (Tignac 1979; 60 (Tignac 1979;
Stone et.al 1983) Stone et.al. 1983) Stone et al. 1983)

,, , ,, , ,, ,, ,

modeled with a depth of 228 inches, was reduced to the 50-inch depth that is indicated by the
thermocouple trees in the waste. The viscosity of the convective layer was increased by a factor of
100, to simulate mobilized waste rather than supernatant liquid. These changes were incorporated in
the second and third runs of the series noted above. The peak waste temperatures calculated by the
final steady state runs are summarized in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. Code Run ParametersandResults

Dome Air Annulus Air Maximu_ None,on- Maximum Convex- ....

Flow Rate, Flow Rate, vextiveWaste tive Waste

ofm cfm Temperature, *F Temperature, *F Comment

550 275 111 114 Representative of mixed (Dee. 1993) tank
,=, i ,=,, i, ,,

275 100 122 124 Mixed tank with lowered vent air flow rates
,. . i | ,i , .,,,, , , u...

550 275 121 110 Representative of unmixed (June 1993) tank
i • ,,,, ,,,, i t ,,ll , ,,, ii iJ ,i i =ll i, i,

The color temperaturecontours representingthe mixed tankat 550/275 and 275/100 dome/annulus
flow rates are shown in Figure 3.3 a and b, respectively. Figure 3.3 c andd compare temperaturecon-
tours between unmixed andmixed waste conditions, respectively.

3.3.3 Effect of Bottom Sludge Removal

The long-term thermal responseof Tank 241-SY-101 to potentialremoval of the bottomsludge
layerwas studied in two parametricruns. Two cases of excavationwere considered, in which the non-
convective waste region was reduced first to a 30-inch depth and subsequentlyremoved altogether to
bare metal. The base-ease mixed tank studied earlier hada 48-inch-deep nonconvective region.

The following are common inputparameters for all throe cases:

1. Dome/annulusair flow rates were 550/275 cfm; note that the most recentannulusflow rateshave
been significantly lower than 275 cfm.

2. Emittance of the annuluswalls was assumed to be 0.9; recent infrared camera scans suggest that a
more realistic emittaneevalue is 0.65-0.7.

3. Proximity of other tankswas ignored.

These parameters are noted here because they would tend to make TEMPEST predictions lower
than measured temperatures. Note also that the calculated results are for the steady state, a condition
that Tank 241-SY-101 does not achieve. Steady state thermal conditions can only be attained by the
tank if it were to remain unperturbed (other=than by seasonal/weather variations) for a time period of
many months. Therefore, direct comparison between the calculated and measured temperatures is not
possible. But the differences among calculated results should be reasonably representative of the actual
tank thermal response to continued excavation. The results are summarized in Table 3.5.

Reducing the nonconvective layer from 48 to 30 inches lowers maximum waste temperature by
almost 4*F; eliminating the nonconvective layer entirely reduces the maximum temperature by only
about another 0.5 degree. Waste velocities and mixing are near the bottom, so the major heat loss is
by means of conduction through what is essentially a boundary layer, even for the case of no settled
sludge. Temperature contours and vertical temperature profiles at approximately the position of
MIT 17B are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Table 3.5. MaximumWaste Temperatures for Three Sludge Depths

Siudge Depth, " Maximum Waste
Inches Temperature, *F

,,, ,,, , ,

48 114.2

" 30 '" 110.4
,,,,,, , ,,,,

0 109.9
,,,

3.3.4 Conclusions

Reducingdome/annulusventair flow ratesfrom 550/275to 275/100cfm will increasewastetem-
peraturesby about10°F, whichis approximatelyequalto the temperaturedropexperiencedby the
unmixedtankfrom 1990to 1993. Reducingthenonconvectivelayerfrom48 to 30 incheslowers
maximum waste temperature by about 4°F; eliminating the nonconvective layer entirely reduces the
maximum temperature by only about another 0.5 ° . Thus it appears that reduction in annulus
ventilation flow can more than compensate for the increased heat loss resulting from loss of
nonconvective material.
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Figure 3.4. Temperature Contours and Vertical Temperature Profiles



4.0 Pump Performance

Full-Scale Testing was performedduringthe period from February4 to April 13, 1994, to deter-
mine the operatingparametersrequiredto maintainthe degree of tank mitigationeffectiveness thathad
been achieved duringPhase B testing (WHC 1993). A secondobjective was to optimize pump
operation and develop a long-termtest plan. Excerptsfrom the Full-ScaleTest plan are containedin
AppendixA of this report. The log of all pump operationsfrom December 7, 1993 through mid-May
1994 is listed in AppendixB.

4.1 Pump Performance Analysis

Various pumpparameters were monitoredduring the tests to observe and analyze pump operation.
These included the average pump operating current and voltage and the average pump volute and noz-
zle pressure at the exit. Additionalperformance indicators were calculated from these measured quan-
tities, includingpump flow rate, motor input power, hydraulicpower, and efficiency.

The time-history data from the DACS system were analyzed and reduced to average nominal values
during each pump run, then curve-fiRedto determine if long-term trends in pump behavior and waste
behavior or properties could be discerned. The average pump motor rpm and voltage for each discrete
pump speed remained relatively constant during the entire Full-Scale Test sequence.

Figure 4.1 shows the average pump volute pressure (present in the pump impeller housing), calcu-
lated motor input power, and calculated pump flow rate as a function of pump speed for each test. It is
clear from the experimentaldata shown on the figures that the pump performance was highly
repeatable. The average volute pressure in Figure 4.1 increases approximately as the square of the
pump speed. This agrees with the pump affinity law that states that the pump head is proportional to
the square of the pumpspeed. The curve-fitpower coefficient was calculated to be 1.91, which
compares to a calculated value of 1.98 for the Phase B test data (Allemannet al. 1994).

4.1.1 Pump Power and Efficiency

The plot of average pump motor input electrical power (kva) (Figure4.1) shows that the pump
inputpower increases approximatelyas the 2.5 power of pump speed. This power trendreflects elec-
trical losses imposed by use of the variable-speed drive that is responsiblefor deviation from the pump
affinity law, which states that pumppower is proportional to the cubeof the pump speed. The input
power increased as pump speed to a power of 2.58 for the Phase B test series (Allemann et al. 1994).

The hydraulic, or output power, definedas the rate of energysuppliedby the pump to the waste, is
shown as a function of pump speed in Figure 4.2. Hydraulicpower is calculated from the productof
pump volute pressure differential (volute pressureminus the static pressure)and flow rate. The flow
rate was calculated from the pre-installationwater-test data, because correctionsfor the more viscous
waste material have not yet been made. The flow power is proportionalto approximatelythe 2.9
power of the pumpmotor speed. For the Phase B test data (Allemann et al. 1994), the calculated flow
power was proportional to the 2.96 power of the motor speed.
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The partitioningof total power between motorheatingandjet dissipationis given by the pump effi-
ciency curve for Full-Scale Test datashown in Figure 4.3. About 55 % (at 1,000 rpm) of the total
motor inputpower is suppliedat the jet nozzles anddissipatedvia jet mixing (this is the hydraulic
power). Approximately45% is lost directlyto the waste through cooling. At 750 rpm, this partition-
ing is closer to 50%. The 750 rpmtests generatedabout67 hp, of which 33.5% was transferredto the
waste as heat. The same amountwas deliveredas hydraulicpower to the waste and dissipated via jet
mixing. Only the hydraulicpower is able to suspend the sludge and maintaincirculation. The pump
efficiency duringPhase B testing was similar and displayedapproximatelythe same efficiency rating
(Allemannet al. 1994).

4.1.2 Pump Energy Deposition

A total hydraulic energy of 228 hp-hr was deliveredto the waste duringthe 49-day period priorto
the startof Full-Scale Testing, yielding an averageof 4.7 hp-hr of energy each day. Pump operation
after December 17 (Phase B test end) and priorto February4 (Full-Scale Test start date) consisted only
of directionalbumps(five minutesat 1,000 rpmin a different position approximatelyevery other day).
This resulted in an apparent level growth, though at a lower rate than historically observed, andsome
settling of solids, forming a second convective layer below the crust.
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Figure 4.3. Pump Efficiency Versus Pump Speed
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The energy impartedto the waste by the pump duringFull-ScaleTesting did not raise its
temperaturesignificantly. A total hydraulic energyof 1635 hp-hrwas inputto the waste over the 117-
day pretest andFull-Scale Test period (December 18, 1994 throughApril 13, 1994). The total pump
energy inputduring the above pretestand Full-Scale Test period averaged only 14 hp-hr/day.

This depositionof energy is shown in Figure 4.4. The relatively high value at 35 ° (215° opposing)
was due to the extensive pump bumpingat the 35° orientationduringthe regrowth phase. Energy
inputat 97° was the result of the 40-minute'and20-minutejet penetrationtests. The 155° orientation
was also repeatedfor one of the 60-minute, 750-rpm tests, thus giving a relatively high value. Results
are shown for the primary nozzle direction;the opposing nozzle direction is also included in the plotted
value. The pump heat inputwas approximately3.4% of the total radiolytic heat input during the Full-
Scale Test period.

4.2 Motor Oil Temperature Limitation

Numerical predictionsandtest data showed that the pumpmotoroil (statorcavity/oil bath) tem-
peraturewould,limit the durationof pump operation. At 920 rpm, it was found that the oil temperature
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Figure 4.4. Pump Energy Deposition Versus Orientation
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would exceed the predetermined190°F limit if more than one 30-minutetest was run consecu-
tively.(a) The temperaturelimit also caused minordifficulties for the 750-rpmtank sweep series
unless prolonged pump-off times were necessarytoward the end of the sequence.

The rotor assembly experiencesthe highest temperatures. A large portionof its heat is conducted
through the shaft to the impellervia the lower bearing. The paths for heat flow are conductiveheat
transferout the shaft andend bells and conductiveand convective heat transferfrom the outside surface
of the starercavity shell. The heat sink provided by the waste flowing throughthe passageways close
to the cavity shell is probablythe most significant path for heat transfer.

The peak motor oil temperaturewas predicted as a function of operatingtime at a given pump
speed based upon the Full-Scale Test data. Motor oil temperatureversus time datafrom selected pump
operationsare shown as a curve fit in Figures 4.5 through 4.7 for 750, 920 and 1,000 rpm. A cross-
plot of the datafor the oil temperaturecutoff limit of 190°F in Figure 4.8 shows that approximately
25 minutesof continuousoperationare possible at 1,000 rpmwithout exceeding the 190°F cutoff limit,
while approximately45 minutesare availableat 920 rpm.
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Figure 4.5. Mixer Pump Motor Oil Predictionat 750 rpm

(a) Westinghouse Hanford Company. 1993. Alarm Response Procedures for Tank IOI-SY
Mitigation-by-Mixing Test. WHC-SD-WM-PROC-004,WHC, Richland, Washington.
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4.3 Pump Data Trends

This section describes results of a trend analysis of all i,000-rpm pump bumps through April 25,
1994, to determine the effects of changes in waste density recirculated by the pump and the changes in
nozzle flow resistance (if any) over the course of the pump-bump testing to date. This evaluation used
a perturbation analysis of pump affinity laws (empirical rules) and an energy balance between electrical
power input to the drive motor and the hydraulic power measured at the pump.

The trend evaluation period was separated into an initial phase prior to Phase B tests with two
bumps per day (for 26 days) and a longer period with a single bump per day (69 days). This separation
is applied to determine if the solids settling time for 12-hour or 24-hour delays between pump bumps
had any effect on the waste density. This analysis is presented in the Phases A and B test report
(Allemann et al. 1994). Additional periods treated here include the pump bumps during and following
the Phase B testing and the Full-Scale Test periods starting on February 4 and continuing until the last
pump bump reported (for this report) on April 25, 1994.
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Figure 4.9. Average Volute PressureDuring PumpBumps

The volute pressure is measured as the difference betweenthe pump-on pressure and the static
pressure (given here as units of psid). The volute pressureaveragedover the five-minute pump-bump
operations is plotted in Figure 4.9. A slight downwardtrend is apparent for the initial two-bumpper
day sequence, while a slight upward trend in pump volute pressureresults for the period up to the
beginning of Phase B testing on October21. A slightdownward trend can be seen for the bumpsdur-
ing the Phase B testing, and a pronounceddownward trend occurredduring the post-Phase B pump-
bump sequence. Otherdownward trends are exhibited in the Full-Scale Test period. The scatter in
pumpvolute pressurecan be explainedby variations in speed prior to the startof Phase B on
October 21.

The change in volute pressureafter the startof Phase B implies a change in fluid (mixture)density,
which might result from ingestion of gas bubbles from the undisturbedwaste flowing into the pump
inlet. During the pump sweep andjet-penetrationportions of the Full-Scale Tests there is a definite
downward trend in the pumpvolute pressure.

Electrical power demand measuredfor each five-minutepump-bumpis shown in Figure 4.10.
Consistent with the increasing trend in waste density, the motorpower demand increased slightly over
the initial three-month period as limited mixing developed in the east-west jet orientation. The tran-
sition through Phase B testing was observed for the few pumpbumpsexperienced during this period.
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Figure 4.10. Average Pump InputPower During Pump Bumps

After Phase B testing was completed, a clearlydefined trend of reduced power demandwas observed
as increased backgroundgas release (increased void fraction), resulting in a decrease in waste density
and/or waste viscosity at the pumpsuction. This latter phenomenoncan also be seen during the Full-
Scale regrowth test. Also, note thatduringthe periods of aggressive pumping(the Full-Scale pump
sweep operations)the required power increased to a level exhibited in similar operations in the Phase B
tests.
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5.0 Jet Penetration Tests

The last series of tests in the Full-Scale Programstudied jet penetrationby runningthe pump at the
highest practical power level with the nozzles at 97°. This direction was chosen to align the jet with
the 17B M1T(at the 28-foot radiusabout 30 feet from the pump) so that changes in temperatureprofile
underthe influenceof the jet could be observed andcomparedwith those of the 17C MIT, which was
out of the path of the jet. It was also hoped that the strain gauges on the 17B MIT would register a
deflection due to hydraulicforces. An infrared camera was also temporarily installed in the tank annu-
lus to view the inner wall in the area of jet impingement. It was expected that small changes in tem-
peraturewould reveal the size of the jet as it hit the wall. Finally, data loggers capableof
discriminating5:0.010F were connected to the bottom thermocouplesunderlyingthe jet fan in the hope
that they would respondif large amounts of sludge were excavated. This section describes the results
of this specific test sequence as well as the predictions used to plan it.

5.1 Jet Penetration Pre-Test Predictions

Jet penetrationsimulations were performedwith the TEMPEST code to determinethe pump speed
andrun time most likely to penetrateto the tank wall while remainingunderthe maximum motoroil
temperatureof 190°F. Past experiencehas shown that operationof the pump is possible at 1000 rpm
for 20--25 minutes, at 920 rpm for about45 minutes, and at 750 rpm for over an hour. The simula-
tions were intendedto show whether it was more effective to run for a shortertime at a higher speeds.

The initial conditions in the tank prior to the jet penetrations tests were based on the temperature
profiles recorded by the MIT 17B instrument tree. It was apparent that a layer of sludge of approx-
imately 50 inches existed at MIT 17B. A section view of the three-dimensional finite difference model
is shown in Figure 5.1. Gas fractions of 6 and 10% were assumed in the homogeneous slurry and
sludge regions, respectively. Solids-to-fluid ratios in the two regions were 47/53 and 24/76,
respectively. Two simulations were run to provide initial conditions approximating current tank
conditions. First, starting from a well-mixed condition (Figure 5.1), pump operation for 10 minutes at
approximately 900 rpm was modeled (similar to back-to-back five-minute pump bumps). The resultant
tank material distribution was used as the starting condition for a simulation in which the tank contents
were allowed to settle out in a four hour simulation without pump operation. The solids/gas/liquid
distribution from this simulation was used as the initial condition for the three jet penetration cases.

Velocity vectors for a 1000-rpm pump run after 15 minutes is shown in Figure 5.2. The vector
field for the other two pump speeds were similar. An effective comparison between the three simula-
tions is made by plotting radial acceleration versus time at the MIT 17B radial location at a given
vertical location. This measures the time when the jet actually reaches a location at significant
strength. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 acceleration trends for vertical locations of 10.5 ft and 4.5 ft,
respectively.
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The TEMPEST simulationof the 1000-rpmjet penetrationcase (a 65-ft-per-secondinitialjet
velocity) was also used to determinethe flow field andfluid propertiesrequiredto calculatethe force
per unit length along the MIT 17B instrumenttree. The resultantforce distributionis shown in
Figure 5.5. The sum of the forces over the length of tree was 31.7 lbf.

5.2 Results of Jet Penetration Tests

Two 40-minute runs were madeat 920 rpmon April6 and 8, and nine- and 20-minute runs at 1000
rpm were performed on April 12 and 13, respectively. While none of the tests caused a response on
the infrared video or bottomthermocouples, the transienttemperaturetrendsobserved on the thermo-
couple tree confirmedjet flow at thatlocation. The jet also clearly reducedthe thickness of the bottom
sludge layer and evidently triggereda small gas release event in the first 1000-rpmtest, which aborted
the scheduled 2G-minuterun after nine minutes. These resultsare discussedin detail in this section.
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5.2.1 Transient Temperature Responseat MIT 17B

The temperatureindicationsat MITs17Band17C, inresponseto thesecondandthe lastjet
penetrationtestsonApril8 and13, respectively,aredescribedin thissection. Clearevidenceofjet
penetrationto MIT17Bat a 28-footradiusandapproximately30 feet fromthepumpcenterlineis
providedby the temperatureresponseof variousthermocouples.

Theteston April8 ranthepumpat920 rpmfor nearly40 minuteswithjets directedtoward97o
(in linewithMIT17Borientation)andtoward277° (70° offsetfrom 17Corientation).A tabulationof
responsesor delaytimesof the individualthermocouplesrelativeto thepump-ontime at 05:12 is des-
cribedin the followingabbreviatedsummary(sensorsarenumberedstartingfromthe tankbottomand
extendingto the wastelevel).
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Elevation
TC (in.) 17B 17C

4 No response No response
2 16 No response No response
3 28 Immediateresponse (+)

(20 minutesto max. 0.6 F increase) --
4 52 Immediateresponse(-) Inconclusive

5 76 Immediateresponse (-) Inconclusive
6 100 Immediateresponse (-) 2 minutedelay
7 112 Immediate response (-) Inconclusive
8 124 1 minutedelay (-) ....
9 148 2 minutedelay (-) 5 minutedelay

10 172 2 minutedelay (-) 5 minute delay
11 196 2 minutedelay (-) 15 minutedelay
12 208 3 minutedelay (-) --
13 220 3 minute delay (-) 15 minute delay
14 244 3 minutedelay (-) 15 minute delay
15 268 3 minutedelay (-) 20 minute delay
16 292 4 minute delay (-) No response
17 316 4 minutedelay (-) No response
18 340 4 minutedelay (-) 8 minute delay

(30 minutes to max. 2.5 F increase)
19 364 4 minutedelay(+) ....
20 392 -- No response

The temperaturetrendsfor 17B MIT thermocouples3 and4, 10 and 11, 17 and 18 in the April 8
shown in Figure 5.6 a, b, and c, respectively. Trendsfor only the lower thermocouplesare

in Figure 5.7 a, b, andc for the tests on April 6, 12, and 13, respectively.

Mixing is clearly indicatedby the responseof thermocouple18 in Figure 5.6c. This shows thatthe
plume penetratesthe stratificationlayerabove the 300-inch elevation approximatelyone-half hour

the pump startsinjecting relativelywarm materialinto the cooler convective region. The
temperatureat thermocouple 18 also increased (by about4°F) in the first test on April 6, but after a

longer delay--about 30 minutesfrom pump start. On the two subsequenttests, the region had
become mixed, and no significant temperaturechangeoccurred at this level.

Trends in the lower thermocouples in Figure 5.7 providedirect evidence of sludge excavationby
The immediateresponse of thermocouple4 (52 inches) compared with the linear increase of

thermocouple 3 (28 inches) on the April 6 test in Figure 5.7a shows that the boundary between mobile
nonconvective sludge is between these elevations. Thermocouple 3 responded in a similarway on
April 8 test in Figure 5.7a. But the immediateresponse by thermocouple 3 in Figure 5.7b
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shows that the pump had excavatedbeyond the28-inch level on April 12. The final test on April 13 is
even more dramatic. In Figure 5.7c the waste at the 16-inchlevel can actuallybe seen going convec-
tive about20 minutes afterpump start.

5.2.2 Bottom Thermocouples

The bottomthermocouples were connectedto a datalogger that recorded temperaturesto 0.01 OFat
30-second intervals. This was accomplished on March28, 1994, and except for a power outage
between April 1 andApril 3, temperaturedata were takencontinuously. The data cover the entirejet
penetrationtest series from April 6 throughApril 13.

None of the data show any effect of pump operation. A representativeplot of the bottomthermo-
couple transienttemperaturesis given in Figure 5.8. A high-frequencysignal is imposed on the temp-
eraturetracesduringpump operation;its amplitudeis on the order of 1--2 °F. It is assumed that this
signal has its source in electrical noise from the pump. Otherwise, examining the before/after pump
operation temperaturetracesdiscloses no temperaturetrendsattributableto jet penetration. This agrees
with the MITresponseto the jet penetrationtests, as noted in Section5.2.1, where only during the last
test was a temperatureexcursion observed atthermocouple 2, 16 inches above the tank bottom.

If the jet had excavated enough sludge to expose the tank bottom, the effect might have been
observed in the bottom thermoeoupletemperatureswithin a few minutes. Because it appears from MIT
temperatureprofiles that the jet did not fully excavate the nonconveetive sludge, it is not surprising that
the bottom thermoeouplesdid not show a change in the thermal environment.

5.2.3 Gas Releases

The jet penetrationtest series wasperformed immediatelyafter two days of full tank sweeps of
three hours at 750 rpm each day. These 'knockdown'tests successfully mixed most of the slurry that
had settled during the prior regrowthtest andreleased a large amountof stored gas. Consequently, the
jet penetrationtests did not release such a large volume. However, the third test, on April 12, at 1,000
rpm apparentlywas of sufficient force to free a large glob of sludge; this caused a brief gas release that
aborted the test due to high vent flow after only nine minutes of the scheduled 20-minute run. This
minorevent released about250 ft3 of gas, compared with over 400 ft3 on each ot'the prior sweep tests.
The gas release may have occurred near the 17B MIT, because its straingauges respondedimmediately
with a step change. There were no more such releases in the subsequent1000-rpm test that ran the full
20 minutes.

5.2.4 Jet Penetration Results/Infrared Scanning at Tank Annulus

An infrared (IR) scanner was installed in the 12-inch-diameterannulus riser 19B opposite the 97°
jet orientation to observe any thermal influence of the jet and to corroborate possible jet penetration to
the tank primary wall. A vertical section view of the tank annulus and the locations of the IR scanner
is shown in Figure 5.9. A pan/tilt apparatus was employed to view the lower portion (approximately
12-ft height) extending to the tank bottom and annulus floor, a central portion of the tank primary wall
extending laterally to the edge view (or wall curvature) of the annulus, the upper portion (about 12-ft
height) extending to the tank dome knuckle and annulusceiling formed with the secondary tank dome.
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Figure 5.9. Tank VerticalProfile Section View with IR ScannerPositions

The IR scanner is very sensitive to both spatial andtemporal temperaturechanges, but the absolute
temperaturedepends on the assumedsurface emissivity. The temperatureis inferredby a thermal
radiationcalculation in the IR image computersoftware based on the inputemissivity value. An emis-
sivity of 0.75 was chosen to reflect the original as-builtappearanceof the carbonste_l wall, as
observed by the color 'IV cameraused as an aiming device for the images. Chalk marks madeby
welders duringfabricationwere clearlyvisible, and the surfaceappearedto be free of excessive
oxidationor scaling. Increasing the assumed emissivity (to representa rougher, corrodedsurface)
lowers the inferred surfacetemperature,while decreasingthe emissivity (for a cleaner, shinier surface)
would raise the inferred temperature.

The predicted steady state temperatureprofile over the height of the primary wall takenfrom the
baseTEMPEST simulation in Section 3.2 is shown in Figure 5.10. The TEMPEST model, including
the effects of convective flow in a mixed tank, shows a nearly uniformtemperatureof about 104°F. If
the jet were to bringfluid of a slightly differenttemperaturein contactwith the wall, the scanner could
potentially detect the change. The 0.75-inch steel plate on the wall has a heat conductiontime constant
of approximatelyfive minutes. This is sufficientlyshort to registerchanges over the test period of
20--40 minutes.
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Figure 5.10. Predicted Wall TemperatureProfile

Attemptsweremadeto viewverticallyupwardto locatethe temperaturediscontinuityat the waste
surfacelevel. Thiswasnotpossiblebecausethe riserextendeddownapproximatelytwofeetbeyond
the 'knuckle'of the secondarytankdomeandpreven*.cdviewingthe 400-inchwastesurfaceelevation.

An IR scan prior to pump operationgenerateda 'baseline' temperaturesignatureover the entire
vertical section of the primaryvessel wall of interest. During the test period, the IR camerascanned
the wall continuouslylookingfor transientlocalized temperaturechange thatmight resultfrom jet
impingement.

A typical IR scan of the secondjet penetration test of April 8, when the pump was run at 920 rpm
for 40 minutes toward the wall where the scanner was positioned at mid-level, is shown in Figure 5.11.
The view is down, and the bottom contour of the tank wall is visible. The IR image showed an
essentially uniform wall temperature of 96 to 97"F extending over an elevation of 40 to 370 inches.
No transient change in surface temperature was observed with respect to any pump operation.

Although clear jet penetration indications appeared at MIT 17B (see Sections 2.5. I and 5.2.1),
there was no response in the IR image. The indicated temperature remained uniform during and after
every test. This is consistent with the well-mixed, convective slurry that is indicated by the MIT
temperature profiles and computer predictions accounting for flow. Thermal mixing and entrainment
of the jet flow resulted in an isothermal condition at the wall radius.
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Figure 5.11. TankPrimaryWall Infrared Image at 5:57

5.3 Conclusions/Jet Penetration Tests

Observation of MIT 17B thermocouple and strain gauge response to jet penetration tests (and sub-
sequent pump bumps with orientation toward 17B) indicated that the waste is a mobile slurry above a
level of 30-50 inches. The same responses clearly showed that sludge was excavated from around the
bottom of the tree between 16 and 50 inches. However, observation of the primary tank wall tempera-
ture with the IR scanner showed no change in wall temperature due to possible jet impingement.

Favorable indications of partial removal of the sludge bed at the MIT 17B location is evidence that

prolonged operation of a high-velocity jet will mobilize, or sluice, a settled bed of solids. Future ef-
forts to further mobilize the sludge should be considered as a part of excavation testing during the long-
term operation.
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6.0 Strain Gauge Observations

Strain gauges are installed on several tank components that can potentially respond to pump opera-
tion. Locations and orientations of these gauges are shown in Figure 6.1. The initial motivation for
the strain gauges was to monitor structural integrity during tank relievers and to assess the potential
effects of fatigue due to flow-induced vibrations. Strain gauge observations made during Phase A and
B testing (Allemann et al. 1994)did not indicate any loads of structural importance. Nor were there
any indications of flow-induced vibration. Observations made after Phase B testing up to and including
the Full-Scale Test sequence continued to indicate the absence of structural or vibration concerns.

Strains caused by normalpump-induced flows are quite small (usually less than 10 microstrain) and
are judged to be less than adequate for accurate quantitative assessments of structure or waste
behavior. For this reason, flow predictions based on strain gauge observations should be considered
only qualitative.

Following Phase B testing, only the gauges on the VDTT in riser IB showed significant strains
when the pump jet was directed toward them. During the Full-Scale 'regrowth' test sequence of five-
minute pump bumps at 1,000 rpm and 35", the jets were directly in line with VDTr 1B, 17 feet from
the pump centerline for a full month. The VDTT gauge responses tended to diminish rapidly after a
little over a week. There appears to be a correlation between increasing gas fraction, as indicated by a
rise in Doppler signal intensity (Section 2.4.1), and the decrease in strain response of the VDTr as
shown in Figure 6.2. It is possible that the limited mixing of the regrowth period allowed sludge to
settle back around the base of the VD'FI"to restrict its motion or deflect the jet. Buoyancy resulting
from the increasing gas fraction might also reduce the jet intensity, though computational models
predict essentially no buoyancy effect even at very high gas fractions.

During the Full-Scale jet penetration test on April 12 a small gas release event occurred, and the
long dormant gauges on the 17B MIT responded. The gauge indications corresponded to a two-pound
force applied to the east at the bottom of the probe with no crust restraint. These readings persisted
after the pump was turned off. During the pump bumps following the jet penetration test series, the
17B gauges seemed to be more responsive. During the pump bump of April 20, the gauges responded
with 20-microstrain readings, but the strains returned to their prior values after the bump, indicating
that the bottom of the probe might have been dislodged from the sludge. Succeeding pump bumps have
produced a similar strain response independent of pump jet orientation. Gauge readings correspond to
a radially inward load of approximately five pounds, neglecting any crust restraint.

It is difficult to pose a condition that would produce an inward equivalent load independent of jet
orientation, and the reliability of the gauges has been questioned. In the latter part of May, the 17B
gauges reported very high (near 200 microstrain), erratic readings in response to several pump bumps
in a row, independent of direction. The problem proved to be a bad electrical ground aggravated by
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several days of rain. During the search, the 17B strain gauge leads were found to be reversed. This
accounts for the indications of a radially inward deflection, but the potential effects of the bad ground

cast some doubt on prior strain gauge data.

Strain gauges on the pump column occasionally indicate strains in the range of 5 to 10 microstrain.

This is possibly due to slightly different flow rates in the two nozzles. The gauges on the MIT in riser
17C continue to show no significant activity. It is not known if this is due to lack of loading, restric-

tion by sludge or crust, or instrumentation problems.

Spectral analyses were performed on numerous strain gauge data sets. To date, no significant
indication of flow-induced vibration has been observed and spectral investigations have been
discontinued.
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Appendix A

Full-Scale Test Plan For Tank 241-SY-101

Mitigation-By-Mixing Test

A. 1 Purposeand Philosophy

The purpose of the Full-Scale Test is to maintain the degree of mixing effectiveness as demon-

strated during Phase B testing 0VHC 1993b) within an acceptable pump operation envelope. The spe-

cific test objectives, as determined by a joint Westinghouse Hartford Company (WHC), Pacific North-

west Laboratory (PNL), and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) meeting, are the following (not

in order of priority):

1. Maintain the approximate tank mitigation effectiveness established during Phase B testing by main-

raining the tank level below approximately 402 inches.

2. Maintain the tank level above the 400 inch lower level limit specified by the safety envelope.

3. Obtain data on the tank level regrowth with minimum pump operation to obtain data for the deter-

mination of any changes to the gas retention/release characteristic due to mixer pump operations.

4. Operate the mixer pump to determine parameters that are acceptable for long-term mitigation.

5. Perform limited jet penetration tests to obtain data to confirm the design of the permanent pump
and to obtain an estimate of how much of the tank waste was undisturbed by previous testing.

6. Operate the mixer pump at only intermediate speed conditions (except for the short pump bumps
and jet penetration tests) and minimize pump operations to maximize mixer pump lifetime.

The full-scale tests will extend the knowl_ge base developed from the Phase B Test and Post°
Phase B Operations, which showed that the mixer pump mitigated Tank 241-SY-101 and will generate
the data base for defining the long-term operating conditions for the permanent pump.

The success criteria utilized in the development of the mitigation tests is that mitigation only
requires prevention of periodic releases that result in hydrogen concentrations that exceed 25% of the
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Lower FlammabilityLimit(a)(LFL) at the tank exhaust. This criterioneffectively limits the
maximum quantityof hydrogen gas in the tank dome to well below the value that couldbe ignited,
thereby eliminatingthe concern for tank structuraldamageand related radiologicalconsequences.

The Phase B tests demonstrated that, with only limited pumpoperation, the tank level couldbe
reduced to a historically low level of 400 inches and maintainedat that level. The success criterionhas
been achieved by the mixer pump, becausenone of the gas releases have exceeded 25 % of the LFL.
The pump has not been in operationfor a sufficiently long period of time to fully demonstratethat sat-
isfying the success criterionrequiresthat the level be maintainednear 400 inches.

The Full-Scale tests, except for the jet penetrationtests, continuethe philosophy of limited pump
operationat intermediatespeeds to maintainthe tank level near400 inches. These tests, plus the
behaviorof the tankfor the time period of these testa, will provide additionalinformationto determine
if the mitigationsuccess criteriawill be achieved at this tank level. In addition, the test will provide
dataon the regrowth characteristicsof the tankthat could result in a future reduction of a 400-inch
lower limit in the safety assessment. This couldpermit pump operationat higher power and for longer
durations,if requiredto achieve the success criterionfor the long term. These tests will provide infor-
mationto demonstratethat the tanklevel can be controlled by increasingand decreasingthe amountof
pump operation.

A.2 Summary Of Test Conditions And Sequence

Authorization to start the full-scale test will be given by the Test Review Group(rRG) following
completionof the Post-Phase B Operations. Several hold points aredefined in Table A.1, where the
TRG will review the test data and decide to continueor terminatea test. Finally, if the test is aborted
due to violation of any of the abort criteria, the approvalsspecified in Section 2.4 are requiredbefore
restartingthe test. The roles of responsiblepartieshave been definedby the managementplan for the
mitigationtest, (WHC 1992d). The Test Director will direct all pumpstartups,all increases in pump
speed, andall operations to change the angular orientationof the mixing pump nozzles. Changes to the
order of the test sequences may be approvedby the TRG.

The Full-Scale Test is summarized in Table A. 1. Referring to the table, a test is definedas the
time of pump operationplus a waiting time. The durationof the waitingtime is specified to permit
tests on succeeding days if authorized by the TRG.

Table A. 1 shows four majorTRG review points duringFull-Scale testing. The first TRG review is
scheduled before the beginningof Full-Scale testing. At that time, a review of the datafrom Phase B

(a) LFL definedas3% volumefractionH2 in a nitrousoxideatmosphere.
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Tests andPost-PhaseB Operationswill be performed. The other TRG reviews occur after the one-
orientation-per-daypump operation (stepped sweep test - first long term operationtest), after the level
regrowth test, and after the six orientationper day pump operation(daily sweep test--second long-term
operationtest).

The three majortests are:

• Long-Term OperationTest - demonstratethat pumpoperationat intermediatespeeds, three
times per week and for relatively short times, can maintainthe tank level near the 400-inch
lower limit of the safety envelope. Also demonstratethat certainmixer pumpoperations are
acceptablefor the permanentpump to mitigate the tank. It is assumed that the permanent pump
must provide adequatemixing, level control, temperatureuniformity, and uniformgas release
so that majorgas burps are eliminated. A relatively constantlevel will be maintainedin this
test.

• Level RegrowthTest - obtaindataon tank level regrowthwith minimumpump operation.
These datawill be used to determineif any changes to the tank gas retention/releasecharacter-
istics have occurred due to pump operation. Secondly, that the level, gas release, and axial
temperatureprofile can be controlledby the mixer pump using simulatedpermanentpump pro-
cedures, as indicatedby obtainingreproduciblevalues for repetitive conditions. The waste
level will be allowed to grow as high as 402 inches from a stable level. The pump will be oper-
ated only to ensure that the nozzles remainunplugged. After the growth period, the level will
then be reduced to a minimumstable equilibriumlevel using the mixer pump in a prototypic,
permanentpump, tank sweeping mode.

• Jet PenetrationTest - obtain data on jet radialpenetrationat the 97° position using the multi-
function instrument tree (IVIIT)located in riser 17B to supportthe design of the permanent
pump and to obtain an estimate of how much of the tank waste was undisturbedby previous
testing.

A.2.1 Long.Term Operation

The first long-term test sequence is identified as the single-runs-per-day test (Test Sequence #1). It
consists of three one-hour pump operations at 750 rpm per week for a maximum duration of three
weeks. A two-week duration will be required to cover the six orientations that are required to sweep
the entire tank. The normal orientations for one sweep of the tank are at 35, 65, 95, 125, 155, and
185 azimuthal degrees. The objective of this test is to demonstratestable gas releases and temperatures
from long-term pump operationsand to maintain the tank level near400 inches.

Note: the pump operations in this test sequence are the same as for tests B-10 through B-15 of the
Phase B test (WHC 1993b).
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The second long-term test sequence is identified as the six-runs-per-daytest (Test Sequence#3). It
consists of 180 minutes of pump operationat 750 rpmthree times per week for a durationof one week.
Each 180-minutepump operationis divided into 30 minutesof operationat each of the six pumpoften-
rations. These orientationsare at 35, 65, 95, 125, 155, and 185 degree azimuthal positions. The
objectives of this test are to reduce the level establishedat the end of the Level RegrowthTest (up to
402 inches)to a level near 400 inches and then to maintainthe level constantnear 400 inches. The
pumpoperations in this test sequence are the same as for tests B-16 throughB-19 of the Phase B test
(WHC 1993b).

A.2.2 Level Regrowth Test

This test will help determinethe effect of prior testing on gas generation/retentionand will to
demonstratethat pump operationcan control the level, gas release, and temperatureswithin the tank.
It will help satisfy Safety Assessment concerns that the tank waste has not departedfrom historic
behavior in a dangerousway. A thirdobjective will be to define the length of time availableas a
"window" for permanent pumpreplacement.

This test sequencewill be initiatedupon approvalby the TRG andas soon as possible aftercomple-
tion of the Long-Term Operationstest. This test identifiedas Test Sequence #2 in Table l will obtain
dataof tank level regrowth with minimumpumpoperation. The maximumpump operationof three
pump bumpsper week at 1,000 rpm for five minuteseach at an orientationof 35 ° is requiredto ensure
no nozzle plugging. This test is limited to a maximumtank level of 402 inches.

This test consists of monitoring the tank level, gas releases, and in-tankthermocouples with mini-
mal pump bumpingor other tank disturbance. Successful completionof the test will resultwhen the
level rise rate returns approximatelyto historic value (0.08"/day) and other indicationsare consistent
with settling sludge. The waste temperatureprofile may also returnto historic behavior. After the
level, gas releases, and possibly the temperatureprofile return to approximatelyhistoric values, the
pump will be restarted(Test Sequence#3) to demonstratepositive control of these parameters.

' A.2.3 Jet Penetration Test

This test, identified as Test Sequence#4 in Table A. 1, will obtaindataon the radialpenetrationof
the jet at high pumpspeed. The jet will be orientedat a 97-degree azimuthal angle directed at the MIT
located in riser 17B. Data obtained from the thermocouples (T/Cs) and straingauges on the MIT, the
infrared camera(see Section 2.1.5), andthe other tank instrumentationwill be evaluatedto determine

the radialjet penetrationperformance. The test will be performed for up to five days in a row. If the
MIT at penetration17B is unavailable,then the jet is to be directedat the M1Tat penetration17C with
an orientationof 30°. A majorobjective of this test is to providedatato confirm the design of theper-
manent mixer pump andto obtainan estimateof how much of the tank waste was undisturbedby previ-
ous testing.
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A.2.4 Infrared Imager Evaluation

These tests consist of obtaining datawith an Infrared imagerthat will be installed in the tank annu-
lus space at riser 19B. The measurements will be taken before, during, and after pump operations
specified in Table A. i for Test Sequence 4, The temperature profile of the outer surface of the pri-
mary tank will be observed and recorded in the area that can be surveyed from riser 19B. The objec-
tive of these tests is to determine if the infrared camera can discern temperaturechanges in the tank
wall due to the jetting action of the mixer pump and waste motion at the primarytank wall.

Table A.1. Full-Scale Test Plan Summary(a)

,,, ,,,,, r, ,,, I'1 I II III I II

Test Maximum

Sequence Speed Maximum Test Duration Minimum Waiting

Number One Pump Operation . (r/rain) (as noted) Time (h)
_ __ I_,II,t "I ,, Ir 'l II r' 'IIII .......... I I "' '

TRG (Review Results of Post Phase B Operations

and Authorize Start of Full-Scale Test)
....

1C°) Tank Stepped ...... 750 Single Ori'entation Per Day Sweep Test, 60 minute 12 per pump operation

Sweep (a),(d) pump operation (1 every other day, 3 per week),

3 week span .........
TRG (Review Results and Authorize Start of

Level Regrowth Test)

2 (b) Pump Bump at 35" 1000 Level Regrowth Test 12 per pump operation

5 minute pump operation,

(1 every other day. 3 per week), 4 week span

FrRG(Review Results and Auth0_ Start 'of Daily
_weep Test)

303) Tank Daily Sweep (c)'(e) 750 Six Orientations Per Day Sweep Test, 180 minute 21 per pump operation

pump operation, (3 to 5 per week), 1 week span

TRG (Review Resuhs and Authorize Start of Jet ..................

Penetration Test)

_(b) Pump Operation at 97" (f_ JetPenetration Tesi ........... 12 per pump operation

5 per week (4 hr max. per day), I week span

(a) TRG authorization is required to change the chronological order of the test sequences.

(b) TRG authorization is required to delete individual pump operations.

(c) Sweep orientation 35, 65, 95' i25,155 and 185 azimuthal degrees. ' ........

(di Same as Phase B tests B-lO through B-15 (WHC 1993bi'. ..............
, H i , i ii i ,

(e) S"ame As Phase B tests B-16 through B-19 (WHC 1993b).

(0 Maximum pump s_ and duration to be determined by the TRG and limited bYthe"Safety AHessment (LANL 1994).
,,=, , ,. , , , z: ' ,,, , , , , ,, ,,,,,, , , , ,,,l ,i
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A.2.5 Minimum Pump Operation to Prevent Plugging

To prevent plugging of the pumpdischarge pipingandnozzles, it is recommendedthat a maximum
of three pump operations,with no more than three days between operations, are requiredper week.
Pump operationsconsist of either Test Sequences 1, 3, or 4 in Table 1. Pump bumpsconsistof Test
Sequence 2 in Table 1. Based on the above requirements,a nominaltest sequence consists of pump
operationor bumps on Mondays, Wednesdays, andFridays, with no operationson the other days of
each week. TRG authorizationis requiredto reduce pumpbump frequency duringthe Level Regrowth
Test.

Based on experienceobtainedfrom the Phase A andB testing, the pump bump condition is defined
as a five-minute (includingstartupand shutdownramps)pumpoperationat 1,000 rpm. Pump bumps
must be performedat the orientationdefined by the TRG. With TRG approvalthe flushing procedure
(WHC 1993d) may be used in the event that the nozzle cannotbe cleared by the pump bumpalone.

A.2.6 Pump Oil Temperature

As a precaution, the pump shall be shut down by a normal rampedshutdownwhen the oil tempera-
ture reaches 190°F.

A.3 References
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WHC. 1993a. "Mitigation Test Management." WHC-SD-WM-MA-014, WestinghouseHartford
Company, Richland, Washington.

WHC. 1993b. "Phase B Test Plan for Tank 101-SY Mitigation by Mixing Test." WHC-SD-WM-TP-
153, Westinghouse HanfordCompany, Richland, Washington.

WHC. 1993c. "Unplugging 101-SY Mixer Pump Nozzles." WHC-SD-WM-TPI-008, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.
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Test Log

Table B.1. Test Log

Pump Action, orientation
Date Time Ramp, Duration rpm 0* = FeW (degrees) Notes

i ,it ,ll ir i | iL

12/07 02i35 ......30 minutes _/50 35 Test B-19
" 65
" 95

125
155
185

12/08 ......... No action

12/0904:52 35minutes 920 35 Test
B-20.I

12/10 .......... No action

12/Ii 05:18 Pump bump4:39 I000 " 0
min.

12/12 ...... No action

12/1304:52 ' 35minutes 920 95 TestB-20.3

12/14 ......... No action

12/1504:46 35minutes 920 35 TestB-2011
i ,, i , i

12/16 No action

12/17 04:58 35 minutes 920 ......... 95 ....Test B-21.3

'1"2/18 .... No Action

12/19 ............... No action

12/20 05:36 5 minutes 1000 20 Pump bump

i'2i'20 05:36 l_mp bump 1000 20 '
,,, ] i ,, ,,, i ,

12/21 No action

12/2206:07 Pump bump I000
i

12/23 No action
i, ,

12/2405:09 Pump bump I000 110

12/25 No action

I"2/26 No action
.......
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Pump Action, ...... orientation ...........
Date Time Ramp, Duration rpm 0° ---E-W (degrees) Notes

1'2/07 02:35 '_ 30minutes 750 35 ' Test B-19
" 65
" 95

125
155
185

12/27 05:31 Pumpbump' 1000 110
i ii ii i

12/28 No action

'12/29 ....... No action,
GC3 down

12/30 05:49 Pumpbump ' 1000 ' 140
. ii

12/31 05:52 Pump bump 1000 170

0i I01 .......... No action
ii

01/02 No action

0i/03 05:43 Pumpbump 1000 20

0i/04 .... No action

01/05 ..... N0action

01/06 05:14.... 'Pumpbump 1000 50 '

01/07 04:35 pump bump 1000 ' 80
01/08 No action

i i, .i.

01109

01/10 08:52 pump bump 100o 110
,,i. i im=

01/ 11 No action

0'1/12 05:12' Pumpbump 1000 140
01/13 .......... No'action

01/14 05:09 pump bump 1000 170
J

01/15 No action

01/ 16 ......... No action

01/ 17 05:03 pump bump 1000 20
0"i/ 18 ..... No action

0'i/19 04:52 Pump bump 1000 50
0 i/20 ............. No action

0i/21 04:43 Pump bump 1000 80
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.... Pump ,_Cfion,..... Orientation ....
Date Time Ramp, Duration rpm 0° = E-W (degrees) Notes

12/07 02135 "'30 minutes 750 35 Test'B-19 '' '
" 65
" 95

125
155
185

01/22 ..... No action
ii i i

01123 No action
i,,,, u i

01/24 04:54 Pump bump 1000 110
01/25 .......... No action

01/26 04:41' Pump bump I000 ' 140

oi/27 ' No action
i i i

01128 0J$:40 Pump bump 1000 170

01/29 ...... No action '"

01/30 .......... No action

01/31 ....... No action ......

02/01 06:01 Pump bump 1000 170

02/02 05:16 Pump bump 100o 20
02/03 .... No action ....

02/04 04:43 Full Scale Test #1 750 35 .....
i

02/05 No action

02106 ' No action

02/07 04:53 t:ull Scale Test #2 750 ..... 65
iii iii

02/08 No Action

02109! 04:26 Full S'caleTest #3 750 95 .....

02/10 ..... No Action '

02/11 05:05 Pump Bump 1000 95
02/12- ' No Action

02/1'3 No Action

02/14 04:39 Full Scale Test #4 750.... 125 .....

02/i5 ......... No Action

02116 04:42 Full-Scale Test #5 750 155

02/17 ...... _Io Action
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................. Pump Action, ...... orientation .......
Date Time Ramp, Duration rpm 0 ° = E-W (degrees) Notes

12/07 '02:35 ' 30 minutes....... 750 "'-' '" 35 ...... '" Te_t B'19 ....
" 65
" 95

125
155
185

02/18 04:11 Full-Scale Test #6 750 " 185 '
i i ,

02/19 No Action

02/20 .............. No Action

02/21 04:30 I:ull-ScaleTest' #7 750 ' 35 .......

02/22 ......... No Action

-02/23 04:32 Full-Scale Test'#8 750 95 '"

02/24 ...... No Action

02/25 04:24 Full-Scale Test #9 750 ' 155 "
i ,i. i , L

02/26 No Action

02/27 ..... No Action

02/28 05i31 Fuil-ScaleTest #10 i000 35 " 5"minuterun'

03/1 ...... No Action.......

03/2 05:10 Full-ScaieTest #11 1000 35 5-minute run
, ii

03/3 No Action

03/4 04:47 Full-ScaleTest #12 1000 35 5-minuterun

03/5 ' No Action

03/'6 No Action

03/7 05:23 Full-ScaleTest #13 i000 " 35 5-minute run....
,=

03/8 No Action

'63/9 05:08 Full-ScaleTest #14 lO00 35 5-minute run

03/lO No Action

03/11 05:06 Full-Scale Test #15 lO00 35 5-minute run

03/12 No Action

03/13 No Action

03/1404'i53Full-ScaleTest#16 I000 35" 5-minuterun....

03/1'5 ........ No Action

03/1604':45Full-ScaleTest#17 1000 35" 5-'minuterun
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Pump Action, Orientation '"
Date Time Ramp, Duration rpm 0 ° = E-W (degrees) Notes

1'2/07 02:35 30 minutes 750 35 Test B-19'
" 65
" 95

125
155
185

i i

03/17 No Action

03/18 04:56 Full-Scale Test #18 1000 35 5-minute run

03/19 No Action
i

03/20 No Action

03/21 05:18 Full-Scale Test #19 1000 35 5-minute run
i

03/22 No Action

03/23 05:14 Full-Scale Test #20 1000 35 5-minute run

03/24 No Action

03/25 05:30 Full-Scale Test g21 1000 35 5-minute run
i i

03/26 No Action

03/27 No Action

03/28 05:18 Full-Scale Test #22 750 Tank Sweep
180 minutes

03/29 No Action

03/30 02:31 Full-Scale Test #23 750 Tank Sweep
180 minutes

03/31 No Action

04/01 04:04 Pump Bump 1000 185 5-minute run

04/02 No Action

04/03 No Action

04/04 05:31 Pump Bump 1000 172 5-minute run

04/05 No Action

04/06 05:34 Full-Scale Test #24 920 97 40 minutes

04/07 No Action

04/08 05:12 Full-Scale Test #25 920 97 39.5 minutes

04/09 No Action

04/10 No Action

04/11 04:53 Pump Bump 1000 97 5-minute run
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Pump Action, Orientation
Date Fime R_mp, Duration rpm 0° = E-W (degrees) Notes

[2/07 )2:35 30 minutes 750 35 Test B-19
,, 65
,, 95

125
155
185

04/12 05:03 Full-Scale Test #2_ 1000 97 Abort

04/12 05:07 Full-Scale Test #27 1000 97 20-minutes_m,_amma,m.mm

---" No Action
04/lZ _------ -------
m,ma..m,m,,m

04/1: 05:0( Pump Bump 1000 35 5-minute run
-------- ----- No Action=,mmmam_m =.mmmm,mm

0411q
---- No Action

04/1' "

04/1 Pump Bump 100C 65 5-minute run
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Appendix C

Long-Term Mixer Pump Operations Plan for
Tank 241-SY-101 Mitigation

C.1 Purpose

The purposeof this plan is to identify, describe, anddefine those basic mixer pump
operations that are to bo,used to maintainTank 241-SY-101 in a mitigatedstate. The desired
mitigated state is that which resulted from Full-Scale OVHC1994) as well as Phase A and Phase B
(AUemannet al. 1994) testing of the mixer pump;i.e., hydrogen gas release was controlled and its
concentrationin the tank dome spacewas preventedfrom exceeding safety limits.

C.1.1 Operation Philosophy

The long-term mixer pumpoperation philosophy is to utilize in a simple and straightforward
manner the successful jet mixing techniques developed duringthe testing phases (Tests A, B, Full
Scale) to continue to mitigate Tank 241-SY-101 by preventingthe periodic g,asreleases that result in
hydrogen concentrationsthat exceed 25% of the Lower FlammabilityLimit(a) (LFL) at the tank
exhaust. By controllingthe hydrogen releases and maintainingits concentrationsbelow the LFL in
the tankdome to well below the value that couldbe ignited, mitigation is achieved and the concern
for tankstructuraldamageand related radiological consequences is eliminated.

The intent of the plan is to maximize the pump lifetime by minimizing 1) the numberof pump
starts, 2) the run time, and3) pump motor oil excessive temperature. Another objective of this plan
is to keep the tank level as low as possible (within the limits of the safety assessment) so that, in the
event of pump failure, we would maximize the time availableto develop mitigationalternatives. The
final objective of this planis to allow additionalinvestigationsin the areas of sludge mobilizationand
alternate instrumentationfor additionalwaste characterizations.

This plan describes three basic types of pumpoperationsthat are to be used over the long
term startingafter completionof full-scale testing andterminatingwhen 1) this pl.anis replaced by a
new plan or 2) tank mitigationby pump mixing is no longer needed because potentiallyunsafe
conditions are prevented by other means. The three modes are defined as maximum, minimal, and
nominal pump operatioo. The requirementsfor using each mode are determinedby the level
(elevation) of the top surface of the waste.

(a) LFL defined as 3% volume fraction H2 in a nitrousoxide atmosphere.
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C.2 Descriptions of Pump Operations

The pump operations for all three modes are based on andreplicate selected operationsused
during the testing phases. The three basic types of pump operationsare

• Minimal PumpOperation- keep nozzles open/minimal waste agitationand minimumgas
release. Operatethe pump a maximumof three times per week (no minimum) and for
relatively short times, five minutes, at 1000 rpmto prevent the waste level from decreasing
below 400 inches, the (Level II) lower limit of the SA. If necessary, the pump nozzles need
not be rotated during this mode of operation. The waste level is expected to grow at about
0.03 inches/day duringthis mode of operation.

• Nominal Pump Operation- mildly agitate the waste to release gases at about the same rate
that they are generated. Operatethe pump for a maximumof three times per week and a
minimumof once per week for 60 minutesat 750 rpm, with the nozzles advanced 30 degrees
between each operation. The orientationof nozzles for the initial operation in the series need
not change from the previous operation.

• Maximum Pump Operation- aggressively agitate the waste to maximize the gas release and
lower the level. Operatethe pump a minimum of three times per week and a maximum of six
times per day for 30 minutesat 750 rpm, with the nozzles in the directions30 degrees
advanced from the last orientationwhen the pump was operatedunder maximum-type
conditions.

The orientationof the pump nozzles will follow the sequence 35, 65, 95, 125, 155, and 185
degrees unless otherwise specified. The long-termpump operationsare summarizedin Table C.1. A
pump bump operationis allowed at any waste level to keep the pump nozzles unplugged.

An additionalpump operationwill be used for the sludge excavationoperation. This mode of
operation will assist in keeping the waste level as low as possible and is described as follows.

• Sludge Excavation Operationo.aggressivelyagitate the waste to maximize the gas release and
lower the level. Operatethe pump a minimumof three times per week and a maximumof six
times per day, for 25 minutes (maximum) at 1000 rpm, with the nozzles in the directions 30
degrees (nominal)advancedfrom the last orientationwhen the pump was operatedunder
maximum-type conditions.

The orientationof the pump nozzles, for the above operation, will follow the sequence 28,
65, 97, 125, 155, and 185 degrees, unless otherwise specified. The recommended initial excavation
operation is to be initiated in the direction of MIT 17C, 28 degree orientation. The sludge excavation
operation is to be repeated until significant sludge mobilization is observed by monitoring the
temperature profile at the bottom four tank thermocouples locations (50-inch elevation), and the
progression of gas release quantities following each pump operation. Using this observed progression
as a guide, apply similar repetitive excavation operations at the other indexed locations. The sludge
excavation pump operations are summarized in Table C.2.
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Table C,1. Long-Term Mixer Pump Operations Plan Summary

..... tr_ r, _ _ ,,,,,, _ II I I" '1 r_'ll I[ IIIIIII -

Waste Operation Speed Duration
Level Sequence (a,b) Pump Operation (r/min) (as noted)

(Inches)
_H "roll_ II[ II I I I II II ........ I I

TRG (Review Results of Full-Scale Test Operations and Authorize Start
of Long Term Operations)

[11 IIIII I I I III I I IIII II I III I I I I I

400.5 < Minimum Pump Bump at 1000 (e) Five-minute pump
Stepped operation,

Sweep(c,d) (One every other day,
three per week)

, llll i ii , ill ii i H i ill ,

400.5 - Nominal Tank StepL_d 750 (e) Single Orientation Per
401.5 Sweep (d; f) Day, 60-minute pump

operation (one every
other day, three per

week)
ll,,,m i i i H i i i ,, i

> 401.5 Maximum Tank Step.ped 750 (e) Six Orientations per
Sweep(C,g) day, 30 minutes per

Orientation (one every
other day, three per

week)
" ' "'' ,, ,r ,, i , i i i q, H i , i 'l,[, _ ,',_-', i,

(a) TRG to regularly review, at least once per month, and report the results of pump and tank waste
behavior at least once per quarter.
(b) Level above 401.5 inches - use maximum type pump operations at least three times per week until
the level drops below 401.0 inches.
(c) Sweep orientation 35, 65, 95, 125, 155, and 185 azimuthal degrees.
(d) Pump Bump Operation is allowed at any waste level to keep the pump nozzles unplugged.
(e) Maximum pump speed and duration to be determined by the TRG and limited by the Safety
Assessment (LANL 1994).

(f) Similar to Phase B tests B-10 through B-15 (WHC 1993).
(g) Similar to Phase B tests B-16 through B-19 (WHC 1993).

C.2.1 Selection Criteria

Waste level is the main indicator to determine the mode of pump operation. The FIC
instrument and manual tape shall normally be used to measure waste level. However, the Test

Review group (TRG) may specify other measures (i.e. radar gauge). The objective of the Long Term

Pump operations is to maintain the tank waste level below 400.5 inches but within the Safety
Assessment limits. The maximum and minimum levels are defined as follows:
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TableC.2. SludgeExcavationOperationPlanSummary.

_ ,r ... i l,H,,r, ,, . I ' I'_ I I i I ' I II II

Waste Operation Speed Duration
Level Sequence(a) Pump Operation (r/min) (asnoted)
(Inches)

ni 'i ii_ " i i i il_ iiriii If illli ii....m i i i ' ] ]iH ii i_

TRG (ReviewResultsofLongTermOperationsandAuthorize

StartofSludgeExcavationOperation) ii i i i ill iiiill ill llll H

400.5- Sludge TankSt_p.,ed I000(c) One Orientationper
401.5 Excavation Sweep_u,°) day,25minutesper

Orientation(oneevery
day, five per week)

j ,, ,, ,,,,,, ,,,,_ i , J , ,,, , H i l i,, r- L,",", ,,i ,,,, i,"Ij, ,iHil,,,I l , !,!,!,,,,,,

(a) TRG to regularly review, at least once per month, and reportthe resultsof pump andtank
waste behavior at least once per quarter.
(b) Sweep orientation28 to 30, 65, 97, 125, 155 and 185 azimuthal degrees (see Figure 1).
(c) Maximum pump speed and durationto be determinedby the TRG and limited by the Safety
Assessment (LANL 1994).
(d) Pump Bump Operationis allowed at any waste level to keep the pump nozzles unplugged.

Level (maximum) - the top surface of the waste must be maintained below the maximum limit
in the SA (currently406 inches ). However, it is desirable to maintain a lower maximumlevel to
keep the gas inventoryas low as possible within the SA controls. Therefore, when ever the waste
level exceeds 401.5 inches the pump shall be operated at least three times a week using the maximum
type conditions until the level drops below 401.0 inches.

Level (minimum)- the top surface of the waste must be maintainedabove the minimumlimit
in the SA (currentlya Level II control set at 400 inches). Thereforewheneverthe waste level falls
below 400.5 the pump shall be operatedno more than three times a week and operatedusing the
minimumtype conditions.

At all other times/conditions/waste levels the pump shall be operatedat least one to three
times each week using nominal type conditions.

The waste level shall be determinedby either of the FIC gauge or the manual tape. The
reported level shall be determinedby the lower of the two gauges for the minimum level or the
maximumof the two gauges for the maximum level determination. Flushing of the FIC and manual
tape should be consideredafter evidence of deposit buildupis observed monthly with the intankTV
camera.

The TRG will periodically review the data associated with the tank such as waste axial
temperaturesand temperatureprofiles, peak temperatures,hydrogen concentrationand associated vent
headerflow rate, daily total gas releases, ratiosof hydrogen, nitrousoxide and ammonia, change in
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level with atmosphericpressure, pump motor current, voltage, volute pressure, flows to determine if
there are any undesirableconditionsstartingto develop that would requirechanges in this pump
operationsplan. As defined in Table C.1, the TRG will review pump and tank operations at least
once per month during the first year of long term operations.

C.2.2 Precautions and Limitations

The intent of this plan is to permit only pump operationsthat meet all ",helimits given in the
currentSA (LANL 1994). The plandoes not impose any additional limits other than those given in
the currentSA except that only the three types of pump operationsspecified in this plan may be used.
The plan suggests that the pump be operatedon Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays;however, TRG
approval is not necessary to operate the pump as seldom as once every five days or as often as three
times a day every day if necessary providedthat the limits in the SA are met.

Based on prior test results, it is expected that nominal mode pump operationswill continue for
periods of several weeks or months interspersedoccasionally by brief periods in the minimal or
maximummodes to adjust level. The pumpbehavior is expected to be identical for similar operations
during the testing phases.

C.4. References
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of Testing Phases A and B. PNL-9423, Pacific Northwest Laboratory,Richland, Washington.

Los Alamos National Laboratories. 1994. Safety Assessment for Proposed Pump Operation to
Mitigate Episodic Gas Releases in Tank 241-SY-I01. LAUR-92-3196 Rev. 6, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico.
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